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Nóta an Uachtaráin

A Chairde Gael,

A Chairde Gael,
S we progress into 2021, the
curse of the coronavirus
continues to dominate all our
thoughts and actions. We thought
that with the advent of a new year
might give some respite, but the
Covid statistics for the start of this
year are very alarming and worse
that what we witnessed in 2020.
Restrictions continue to put our
games on hold, we had no FBD
GERRY McGOVERN
League in the province this year, and
Connacht GAA President
it looks like the proposed start date
of the Allianz National League will be
pushed back to mid-March. Likewise, the Championship
will also be delayed with a suggested mid-August date for
the All-Ireland hurling and football finals. These delays are
governed by Covid-19 regulations but they will have a
negative effect on the proposed split season with club
fixtures starting at a much later time.
The only light at the end of the tunnel in relation to eliminating Covid-19 is the arrival of Covid vaccines. Hopefully
we will have a successful role out of this vaccine and that
we can get back to a life with a degree of normality.
It is only in a crisis of this nature we realise how much
our Gaelic Games mean to us, and even though we
couldn’t attend our games, GAA action was very central to
our mental wellbeing, and was welcome fodder for our
debates and discussions.
We must commend all our officials at both club and
county level who worked very hard to ensure our games
were played in a safe environment, and no doubt the
lessons learned last year will have to be called on again in
2021, certainly in the early part at least.
Despite Covid and its restrictions we had successful
competitions in all our counties and of course we must
commend all provincial representatives who did the
province proud, and foremost among them were Galway
U20’s football team on winning the 2020 All-Ireland U20
championship, and Mayo senior footballers on reaching
the All-Ireland senior football final.
As this is my final President’s Note for Into the West I
want to thank everybody associated with the production of
this very worthwhile magazine. Into The West, has become
a very useful resource and it will continue to be a very
valuable asset to record the huge volume of GAA activity
within the province.
My term as Uachtarán Chomhairle Connacht has been a
most enjoyable journey, a voyage on which I saw at first
hand the huge work being done by the clubs and county
boards in the province. I acknowledge the huge effort of
our club and county officers who work so hard in a voluntary capacity to keep the association alive in every parish
and every county throughout the province. Your ambition
to provide the very best facilities for your members and
your courage and determination to achieve this in very
difficult times has left a lasting impression on me.
To everybody working for the development of Gaelic
Games in the province I wish you continued success and
no doubt teams from the province will continue to do their
clubs, county and province proud into the future.
Go raibh mile maith agat,

A

Gearoid Mac Samhráin
Uachtarán Chomhairle Connacht
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Nóta an Rúnaí

H

APPY new year to everyone. I’m
sure, like myself, you are very
keen to get back to the normality of previous years but the wait goes
on for regular matches as Covid-19
restrictions remain a necessity.
It was a fantastic achievement for
everyone involved that we managed to
complete our 2020 county club championships and the All-Ireland and
provincials inter-county championships. While there was a lot
of strange scenes, especially the All-Ireland final in Croke Park
with no supporters in attendance, we managed to see some
wonderful football and hurling at times.
Unfortunately in the Senior Championship there was no joy
for Mayo in the final once again. Without doubt they met one of
the best teams in our history in Dublin, but nevertheless Mayo
ended the year as worthy Connacht champions and should be
satisfied that their young team is making plenty of progress.
That team will have a very different look in 2021 after six of
the panel announced their retirement following that loss. I wish
them, and all the players around the province who have called
time on their inter-county careers, well in the future.
There was plenty to celebrate from a Galway point of view
on All-Ireland final day with their U20 footballers registering a
very impressive win over Dublin. Congratulations to Donal Ó
Fátharta, his players and his management team on a wonderful
victory.
The Connacht GAA Centre at Bekan was the venue for the
Connacht minor championship in the days before Christmas and
despite the shocking conditions at times, Roscommon emerged
with the title after a fierce battle with Sligo. Well done to all the
teams for competing at a high standard at that time of the year.
As I mentioned in the last edition, we recently saw the
county conventions taking place around the country, and best
wishes go to all the new board members elected. On the
Connacht Council we also say goodbye to some excellent officials, and I want to say thank you to our outgoing President
Gerry McGovern for his dedication to the role, while county
delegates Sean Mullaney, Anthony Flaherty and Gerry O’Connor
have also given so much time and effort to their jobs over the
years.
I wish our new President John Murphy from Sligo all the best
in his term. Vincent Neary has been elected as our new Vice
President, while I also welcome Paul Cunnane, Hugh Lynn, John
Carthy and Padraig Clancy as our new county delegates.
While we were unable to run our annual Connacht GAA FBD
League this year and the start date of the national leagues
remains uncertain, I’m sure we will soon have some clarity
about what the coming months hold in store.
Until then, I urge everyone to continue to stay safe and keep
up the good work we have done in the last ten months.
Is mise, le meas,

John Prenty
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EIRGRID ALL-IRELAND U-20 FOOTBALL FINAL

Galway youngsters hint at bright
Galway ........................1-11
Dublin ........................0-13
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

G

ALWAY captured their sixth U-20
All-Ireland title with a deserved win
at Croke Park in a game where
they never trailed.
Donal Ó Fatharta’s men were full value
for their victory after a polished performance throughout when they had to overcome a couple of injury set-backs but
never lost control.
Galway deservedly led by 0-8 to 0-5 at
half-time. Their ability to put enormous
pressure on the Dublin kickout led to
plenty of possession and the Tribesmen
used it well.
Senior player Paul Kelly was constantly
on the ball for Galway and they used the
possession well up front and after
Matthew Tierney and Dublin danger man
Ciarán Archer exchanged points, Tomo
Culhane and Tierney found the range to
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Matthew Cooley and team-mate Paul Kelly
in action against Dublin’s Conor Tyrrell and
Adam Fearon during the 2020 EirGrid AllIreland U-20 championship final.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach/Sportsfile.

EIRGRID ALL-IRELAND U-20 FOOTBALL FINAL

The Galway squad celebrate together in Croke Park following their triumph against Dublin.

Photo: Sam Barnes/Sportsfile.

future with All-Ireland success
lead by 0-3 to 0-1 after seven
minutes.
Lee Gannon, Mark Lavin and Brian
O’Leary landed good points for Dublin
and the sides went into
the water break
level at 0-4 apiece,
with Culhane
getting his second
point for Galway but
they suffered a blow when wingback Cathal Sweeney, another player with
senior experience, went off with a leg
injury.
Two more points from Culhane and
one from Matthew Cooley helped Galway
lead by three after 27 minutes and they
took that advantage into the break
when Tierney got his third point after
Luke Swan had finished off. Good
Dublin passing movement with a
point.
Galway suffered another blow
when impressive midfielder Cian
Hernon had to go off when he
was injured winning the
throw-in at the
start of the
second-half, but

they extended their lead
when Culhane struck
his fifth point.
Brian O’Leary
responded immediately
for Dublin but then a
good move after a
turnover by Jonathan
McGrath saw Conor
Raftery send Tierney
soloing through from the
right and he passed
across for Culhane to
shoot low to the net to
lead by double scores at 19 to 0-6 after 37 minutes.
Dublin didn’t panic and
points from Lavin and Lorcan

Tomo Culhane celebrates
after scoring his side's
first goal.
Photo:
Eóin Noonan/
Sportsfile.

O’Dell cut the gap and after Culhane and
Adam Fearon exchanged points, Lavin cut
the gap to a goal with nine minutes
remaining with his third point.
They got it down to a point with three
minutes left thanks to efforts from O’Dell
and Lavin, before a superb free from Tierney from 40 metres left two between them
going into the start of four minutes of
injury-time.
Fearon reduced the margin to the minimum after 62 minutes, but Galway, with
captain Jack Glynn keeping a tight rein on
Archer throughout, held on for a deserved
win.
GALWAY: C Flaherty; J McGrath, S Fitzgerald, J
Glynn’ C Monahan, T Gill, C Sweeney; C Raftery, C
Hernon; Paul Kelly, M Tierney (0-4, 0-1f, 0-1m), R
Monahan; Patrick Kelly, T Culhane (1-6, 0-3f, 01m), M Cooley (0-1). Subs: J Kirrane for Sweeney
(17), A Greene for Hernon (31), E Mannion for
Cooley (46), D Cox for Patrick Kelly (53), W Seoige
(60)
DUBLIN: J O’Neill; C Tyrrell, A Rafter, J Bannon;
R Dwyer, A Waddick, M O’Leary; A Fearon (0-2),
L Gannon (0-1); M Lavin (0-4, 1f) L O’Dell (0-2),
S Lowry; C Archer (0-1), L Swan (0-1), B O’Leary
(0-2). Subs: K McKeon for Lowry (46), P Purcell
for Fearon (64).
REFEREE: Paul Faloon (Down).
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ALL-IRELAND SENIOR FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL

More anguish for Mayo
as Dubs rule the roost
Dublin .........................2-14
Mayo ...........................0-15
By CIAN O'CONNELL
GAA.ie

U

LTIMATELY it followed a familiar
script with Mayo posing stern
questions and Dublin summoning the necessary answers.
From the outset this game went
along at a decent clip, but when the
issue was delicately poised Dublin
found a way. The unbeaten
Championship run stretches
back to 2014 and Dublin
demonstrated why they remain
such a formidable outfit.
Mayo, primed to take a scalp,
were gritty throughout, but
Dublin’s ability, athleticism, and
depth mattered deeply in the closing
stages.
Substitute Brian Howard made a
significant impact, while Brian Fenton’s
influence increased after the restart too.
With 20 minutes left at GAA headquarters the teams were deadlocked and it
appeared that Mayo’s belief levels were
beginning to increase.
What happened next? Dublin stitched a
five point sequence together. Momentum
generated and Mayo couldn’t respond
adequately.
Howard was relevant, Ciaran Kilkenny

During his impressive All-Ireland final
display, Oisín Mullin is tackled by Brian
Fenton. Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach/ Sportsfile
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Stephen Coen races past Dublin defender Michael Fitzsimons.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach/Sportsfile.

masterful, and Dublin closed out the deal
with the minimum of fuss. A sixth All
Ireland title on the spin delivered by
Dessie Farrell in his first campaign in
charge.
What a testing year it has been for
everyone on the planet, but Mayo and
Dublin deserve immense credit for providing a richly entertaining encounter for vast
chunks of this Saturday evening.
An opening period peppered with quality action commenced in blistering fashion
when Dublin pounced for a goal inside 13
seconds.
James McCarthy made the dart that
mattered before dishing off a pass for
Ballymun Kickhams colleague Dean
Rock, who supplied the palmed finish.
Mayo, though, came roaring back
quickly reeling off three points on the
spin courtesy of Oisin Mullin and
Cillian O’Connor (two).
That set the tone and tempo
with the teams deadlocked following a frenetic start with Mayo’s high
octane approach admirable.
All over the field intriguing match-ups
and tactical issues were occurring. Mullin
was making splendid fetches, but Con
O’Callaghan was also central to the
narrative.
It was that sort of match. Dublin

enjoyed a pocket of supremacy to move 13 to 0-3 ahead before Mayo had a burst of
their own either side of the water break.
In that gorgeous Mayo burst O’Connor
and Ryan O’Donoghue were splendid in
attack, but Dublin did respond with a
major.
Niall Scully supplied the pass with Con
O’Callaghan netting Dublin’s second goal
which nudged them 2-3 to 0-8 ahead in
the 23rd minute.
Until the interval it remained keenly
contested and full blooded with scores
from John Small and Ciaran Kilkenny
ensuring Dublin went in 2-6 to 0-10 in front
at the turnaround.
Robbie McDaid was sin binned in additional time ensuring Dublin commenced
the second half with 14 men for 10
minutes.
When the action recommenced Mayo
struck four of the first six points with
O’Connor sharp from frees.
Suddenly Dublin were under duress.
Would Mayo finally terminate the search
for Sam Maguire? Dublin simply stayed
cool and composed.
Undoubtedly Mayo had caused them
issues, but Dublin stayed the distance.
When the need was greatest Rock steered
over frees with trademark aplomb, Howard
and fellow replacement, Paul Mannion,

ALL-IRELAND SENIOR FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL

Horan disappointed at
Mayo’s Croker defeat
AYO manager James Horan was
left to sift though the detritus of
another All-Ireland final loss as
Dublin claimed a sixth title in a row
and inflicted more pain on the
Connacht champions.
After sticking with their illustrious
rivals for so long, Mayo fell away after
the break as their bench struggled to
make the impact that Dublin’s did.
“Disappointed, obviously. We did a
lot of things right. We were still in it
with maybe 12, 13 minutes to go,” said
Horan.
“We ran out of juice maybe a little
bit and a bit loose with some of the
possession at key times. It cost us as
Dublin got stronger and stronger as
the game went on.
“Some of their subs made a big
difference. We didn't, maybe, get the
impact we’d like from some of the guys
coming on.
“Brian Howard came on,
Paul Mannion came on for
Dublin. Some of those subs
that came on won a lot of
primary possession. They
were dangerous, so that
had an impact at the
end."
The
concession
of a goal in
the first
minute – the quickest
All-Ireland final goal at
13 seconds – with Dean
Rock applying a palmed finish
Mayo were rocked from the
start, but they recovered well to
lead.
The fightback and the
Dublin retort proved too much
for Mayo to deal with, says
Horan.
“Dublin are a goal threat
from multiple fronts, at any
time. The first goal was obviously very early. But I thought
our response and composure in
the first half was very good.
“I thought on our kick-outs
and their kick-outs we did very
well. We got some good scores,
missed a few which fell short into the
goalkeeper's hands and they are a
killer.
“But overall, our response to those
goals was very good. So yeah, lots of
stuff good there, but as I said, I just felt
we had a lot of possession, and some
of it we lost very cheaply. That cost us
in the end.”

M

Brian Fenton punches the ball clear in the last seconds as Mayo seek a much needed goal.
Photo: Brendan Moran/Sportsfile.

mined important efforts.
Darren Coen kicked Mayo’s sole score
in the last quarter and fittingly Kilkenny
rifled over the last score of the Championship. It dripped with class. Dublin
continue to set the standard.
SCORERS – Dublin: D Rock (1-4, 4
frees); C O’Callaghan (1-1); C
Kilkenny (0-3); S Bugler, J
Small, N Scully, B
Fenton, P Mannion
(free), B Howard (0-1
each).
Mayo: C O’Con-

nor (0-9, 5 frees, 2 marks); R O’Donoghue (02); O Mullen, C Loftus, S Coen (mark), D Coen
(0-1 each).
DUBLIN: S Cluxton (c); D Byrne, J Cooper, E
Murchan; M Fitzsimons, J Small, R McDaid; B
Fenton, J McCarthy; N Scully, C O’Callaghan, S
Bugler; P Small, D Rock, C Kilkenny.
Sub: B Howard for S Bugler (h-t); P Mannion
for P Small (51); C Basquel for J Cooper (inj
54); C Costello for N Scully (inj 70); P McMahon for E Murchan (70+5).
MAYO: D Clarke; P Durcan, C Barrett, L
Keegan; S Coen, O Mullin, E McLaughlin; M
Ruane, C Loftus; K McLoughlin, R O’Donoghue,
D O’Connor; T Conroy, A O’Shea (c), C O’Connor.
Subs: M Plunkett for P Durcan (h-t); J
Carr for T Conroy (49); D Coen for R
O’Donoghue (58); J Flynn for C Loftus
(62); J Durcan for E McLaughlin
(70+1).
REFEREE: D Coldrick (Meath).
Midfielder Matthew
Ruane in action during
the All-Ireland final.
Photo: Eóin Noonan/
Sportsfile.

John Small is pressurised
by Mayo forward Cillian
O'Connor.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach/
Sportsfile.
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LIBERTY INSURANCE ALL-IRELAND CAMOGIE FINAL

Cats come back from the
dead to dethrone Galway
Kilkenny .....................1-14
Galway ........................1-11
By DARAGH Ó CONCHÚIR

A

57th minute penalty goal by Denise
Gaule sealed a deserved victory for
Kilkenny to lay the ghosts of previous Liberty Insurance All-Ireland Final
defeats firmly in the past.
The Cats had lost the last three
deciders in succession since getting their
hands on the O’Duffy Cup in 2016 and
were in no mood to fall short in this most
unique of Championship seasons.
Gaule finished with 1-6 but Brian Dowling had heroines all over the pitch.
Grace Walsh has been immersed in
Covid-19 as a nurse and she served up an
all-action display that told of someone
revelling in having the opportunity to
express herself in that context. It was a
performance that will live long in the
memory.
There were six changes to the team
that were defeated in last year’s Final by
Galway for a variety of reasons but so
many of the newcomers stood tall on the
most important day of all.
Aoife Doyle was the game’s leading
scorer from play with four points and two
of those might well have been goals, while
Katie Nolan thundered into the fray in the
second half, as a supplier and scorer, and
Mary O’Connell was noticeable too in an
industrious Kilkenny attack that forced
countless turnovers, a number of which
led to scores.
The first significant news of the
evening was the starting berth for
Kilkenny’s Kelly Ann Doyle, who tore her
cruciate ligament for a second time on
March 8th against Cork in the National
League and whose first bit of action since
then, was the 12-minute cameo against
the same opposition in the Semi-Final a
fortnight ago.
To last an hour in such an affair was a
testament to the Piltown flier’s dedication
to her rehab.
Among the more interesting matchups, Davina Tobin was delegated to attend
to Orlaith McGrath, with Niamh Kilkenny
and Aoife Donohue facing off against Anna
Farrell and Walsh respectively.
Elsewhere, Caitriona Cormican was
given the task of attempting to repeat her
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Galway's Emma Helebert and Katie Nolan do battle during the Liberty
Insurance All-Ireland Senior Camogie Championship Final at
Croke Park.
Photo: ©INPHO/Tommy Dickson

marking heroics on Anne Dalton 12
months ago.
As the game
settled, both
teams left two
forwards inside,
the result of
Orlaith McGrath
which was a
celebrates scoring
clogged middle
her side’s goal.
and one spare
Photo: ©INPHO/
player invariably in
James Crombie
defence.
It started quickly,
Siobhán McGrath
marking her late
call-up with a score
in under 50
seconds, but Aoife
Doyle replied with a
stupendous point over
her left shoulder
running away from the
posts.
As space become
more and more of a
premium, the teams
were reliant on the

place-strikers and both Carrie Dolan and
Gaule answered the call as they went into
the first water break on 0-3 apiece.
There was a suspicion beforehand,
that the Galway attack carried the superior

LIBERTY INSURANCE ALL-IRELAND CAMOGIE FINAL

Galway manager
praises Kilkenny
perfromance

I

Galway’s Siobhan McGrath under pressure.

goal threat but it was Kilkenny who carved
out the better opportunities in that regard,
while the Kilkenny defence was outstanding.
That said, Orlaith McGrath took a pass
from her sister Siobhán to raise the
game’s first green flag and that sent
Cathal Murray’s charges in at the break
leading by 1-5 to 0-6, though perhaps it
was significant that Aoife Doyle pointed in
response, and it should have been a goal
after Walsh went on a careering run
before putting her in a one-on-one position.
It was more of the same after the
resumption but Kilkenny gradually exerted
dominance around the breaking ball.
Nolan and Walsh were outstanding and
when Gaule hit her only score from play
after being found by Claire Phelan in the
40th minute, Kilkenny were in front for the
first time.
Dolan levelled quickly but Galway
wouldn’t score for another 14
minutes. Doyle and Walsh
put two between them but
Brian Dowling must have
been feeling nervous
when Niamh Kilkenny
and Dolan, from a free,
restored parity.
Then came the
definitive moment, as
Phelan emerged
from a ruck with the
sliotar and fed Anna
Farrell, who found
Gaule with a handpass of glorious vision.
She tumbled under a
challenge from Shauna
Healy and Sarah

Photo: ©INPHO/James Crombie

Dervan and the penalty was awarded.
The Windgap ace picked herself up off
the deck to drill an unstoppable low shot
past Sarah Healy, following up with a
pointed free for the vital breathing space,
and though Dolan brought it back to the
goal from a placed ball, Galway could not
create the opportunity for a spectacular
escape.
This was Kilkenny’s day.
SCORERS – Kilkenny: D Gaule 1-6(0-4fs, 1-0
pen, 0-1 45); A Doyle 0-4; A Dalton, M O’Connell,
K Nolan, G Walsh 0-1 each
Galway: C Dolan 0-6(5fs); O McGrath 1-0; S
McGrath 0-2; A O’Reilly, N Kilkenny, A Donohue 01 each
KILKENNY: A Norris, M Teehan, C Dormer, D
Tobin, C Phelan, M Farrell, K A Doyle, G Walsh, A
Farrell, A Dalton, M Walsh, D Gaule, M O’Connell,
A Doyle, K Nolan. Subs: L Murphy for O’Connell
(54), N Deely for K A Doyle (60)
GALWAY: Sarah Healy, T Kenny, S Dervan, H
Cooney, E Helebert, Shauna Healy, C Cormican, A
Donohue, N Kilkenny, N Hanniffy, A O’Reilly, S
Gardiner, O McGrath, C Dolan, S McGrath.
Subs: S Spellman for Helebert (51), R Hennelly
for Donohue (60+2)
REFEREE: Owen Elliott (Antrim)

Galway’s Sarah
Dervan is dejected after
the game.
Photo: ©INPHO/
Ryan Byrne

N 2019, it had been Cathal
Murray earning the plaudits for finally helping
to steer Galway over the
line after a number of
near misses of their
own. Now in the beaten
corner, the Sarsfields
man was very generous in his praise of
the victors.
“In fairness to
them, they were
the better team”,
declared Murray.
Cathal Murray.
“In that time, the
quarter after the
half-time, they won all the breaks and
we had no answer to them in that
period.
“I am very proud of the girls when
they turned it around and we got back
to level. We probably should have won
the puck out and they ended up getting
the penalty, that was a big, big call for
me. I haven’t seen it back, I am not
complaining about it. But a penalty
needs to be a penalty. He kind of
played an advantage first and then
ended up giving a penalty.
“But look, the better team won. We
are not really performing as well as we
can all year. We are kind of grinding
out results without being very good in
games. Kilkenny were very good
today; we knew they would be. Just
disappointed.
“It looked to be a very good game.
There was an awful lot of turnovers.
We turned over a lot of ball and turned
over a lot of their ball as well. Kilkenny
got the scores when it mattered.
“We didn’t get enough good ball
into our forwards. I thought our
forward line had them in trouble in the
full-back line. That is credit to Kilkenny
as well, hooking and blocking around
the middle of the field was really good.
“It was probably a tough year for
every team. It was a long year alright.
The girls worked really hard during
lockdown and came back after the club
championship. We were really happy
with it.
“You are always waiting for the big
performance to come. We were hoping
it would be today but it wasn’t to be.
They have been great champions and
came back to an All-Ireland Final after
winning last year. (I am) very proud of
that.”
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ELECTRIC IRELAND CONNACHT MINOR FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL

Roscommon minor team players celebrate their Electric Ireland MFC victory over Sligo after the final whistle in the Connacht GAA COE, Bekan, on
St Stephen's night.
Photo: David Farrell Photography

Roscommon youngsters tame the
storm and claim Connacht minor title
Roscommon ...............1-5
Sligo ...............................1-2
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

R

OSCOMMON are Connacht minor
football champions for the first time
since 2012 (first time at U-17 level
since 2017) after a terrific 1-5 to 1-2
victory against Sligo in horrific weather
conditions at the Connacht GAA Centre of
Excellence, Bekan.
As Storm Bella battered the country,
Emmet Durney’s brave-hearts had to dig
deep to see off the Yeats County who
were looking for their first provincial crown
at this level since 1968.
The Rossies managed to keep Sligo
scoreless for 55 minutes but not even a
late rally could deny the team captained
by Eoin Colleran from Pádraig Pearses.
Playing with the elements at their
backs, Roscommon scored four points
through Oisín Cregg, Colleran and the
excellent Conor Hand to lead by 0-4 to 0-0
at the break.
But Roscommon literally battened
down the hatches in the third quarter,
showing resilience and maturity beyond
their years. And when Hand set up Shane
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Walsh for a game-defining goal just before
the second-half water break, they had one
hand on the cup.
Hand added another terrific score and

it took Sligo 55 minutes to open their
account through Canice Mulligan. Substitute Simon McKeon soon added another,
and when Dylan Walsh’s 59th minute free
went all the way to the net mission
impossible suddenly looked possible
again for Sligo.
But Roscommon held on, with
Cregg, Caelim Keogh, Luke Walsh,
Eoin Ward, Colm Neary alongside
substitutes Thomas Lennon and
Bobby Nugent putting their
bodies on the line.
During the first Covid19 lockdown, manager
Emmet Durney
hoped that these
players would

Roscommon's Michael Sugrue
challenges Sligo's Cian Oates
during the Electric Ireland
Connacht MFC final at Bekan on St.
Stephen's Night.
Photo: David Farrell Photography

ELECTRIC IRELAND CONNACHT MINOR FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL
get the chance to represent their county.
Now, on St. Stephen’s Night, they’re
Connacht champions.
It was worth the wait.
ROSCOMMON: D. Farrell; M. Sugrue, C. Keogh,
L. Walsh; C. Neary, A. McManus, E. Ward; O.
Cregg (0-1), J. Greene; S. Walsh (1-0), R. Conlon,
C. Hand (0-3); A. Shannon, E. Colleran (0-1, a
free), D. Gately. Subs: T. Lennon for Shannon
(half-time), B. Nugent for Gately (38 mins), D.
Coleman for McManus (54 mins), D. O’Beirne for
Ward (60 mins).
SLIGO: J. Lundy; L. Casserly, R. Kelly, J. Kiernan;
R. Chambers, C. O’Reilly, M. Heraghty; D. O’Boyle,
B.Byrne; D. Foy, L. Marren, C. Mulligan (0-1); D.
Walsh (1-0, a free), C. Oates, A.
Gallagher.
Subs: S. McKeon (0-1) for Kiernan
(42 mins), B. Duffy for Oates (46
mins), C. Mitchell for Byrne (49
mins), T. Langan for Kelly (54 mins).
REFEREE: P. Guckian
(Leitrim).
Roscommon team stand for the national anthem in the pouring rain prior to the Electric Ireland
MFC final at the Connacht GAA COE, on St. Stephen's night.
Photo: David Farrell Photography
Roscommon minor
team captain Eoin
Colleran (Padraig
Pearses GAA Club),
lifts the Connacht
MFC trophy aloft.
Photo:
David Farrell
Photography

Oisin Cregg was
awarded man of the
match award.
Photo: David Farrell
Photography

Conor Hand, (St Brigid's), Michael Sugrue, (St
Brigid's), and Luke Walsh, (Padraig Pearses),
celebrate their final victory over Sligo.
Photo: David Farrell Photography

Durney pays tribute to absent panellists
after final win

R

OSCOMMON minor football manager
Emmet Durney had paid tribute to the
players on his panel who weren’t able
to attend the 2020 Connacht minor football final
because of Covid restrictions.
Only the 24 players named on the panel could make
the journey to Ballyhaunis, alongside one
parent/guardian, as Roscommon overcame Sligo by
three points to be crowned provincial champions in
horrendous weather conditions.
While the celebrations continued around him, the
former Clann na nGael player turned his thoughts to
those players at home, adding that they had played an
integral part in this latest triumph for the county’s
underage GAA scene.
“Again, I had to go through that harrowing situation
during the week where you’re telling nine lads that they

Roscommon minor manager, Emmet Durney,
issues instructions from the sideline.
Photo: David Farrell Photography

couldn’t be at the game
this evening. Now that we’ve won
it, it is so hard.
“But Covid is Covid, and there’s
nothing we can do about it at the
moment. Those guys at home are
every bit as responsible for this
success as the guys out on the
field,” he said.
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Fallon laments Connacht final
loss for Yeats men
By CATHAL MULLANEY
Sligo Champion

Ciaran O'Reilly of Sligo is tackled by Oisín Cregg and Alan
McManus of Roscommon. Photo: Ramsey Cardy/Sportsfile.

T

HERE was to be no Christmas miracle for Sligo at the Connacht GAA
Centre as a late, late bid to snatch
the provincial title fell short.
1-2 in the closing minutes gave Sligo a
glimmer of hope, but Roscommon held out
for a deserved three-point win.
Offering his assessment of his side's
performance in the wind and rain, soaked
and shivering Sligo boss Daragh Fallon
was making no excuses as his charges'
brave effort ended without silverware.
"It's silent," he said of the dressing
room he emerged from. "It's a miserable
dressing room for sure, it's to be
expected."
Acknowledging the impact of the conditions as well as praising the effort of his
players, the St Molaise Gaels club man
reflected on Sligo's failure to register a
score for some 55 minutes.
"It was a horrible night," he said.
"Probably going in at half-time, four
points, we were delighted, we thought the
second half would be much different and
we'd be able to create a few more
chances but we just didn't manage do it. I
can't understand it, we just couldn't finish
today but a horrible night, it's not much of
a night for football. At half-time, we'd to
take off two players at the start of the
second half, they were just frozen solid.
But it's the same for both teams."
Many observers, tuned in to the live
stream of the match on Connacht GAA's
website with the game taking place behind
closed doors, would have agreed with the
Sligo boss that the Yeats County were in
an encouraging position at the break. Four
points down, with a significant wind advantage to come, appeared to be a decent
platform from which to win a first Minor
title for the county since 1968.
"Carrying ball into the wind is probably
a wee bit easier, the rain and the wind
came down in the second half, we probably would have liked to have sprayed the
ball a little bit more, get a kickpass game
going," Fallon said of the second period.
"I think it was the final third, we just
couldn't pull it together. Defending-wise, I
thought the boys were excellent, I thought
some of the tackling intensity was really
good, but it was just in the last third, we
just couldn't get a return and that's probably the disappointing thing I would say, just
dropping balls short, but again lads' legs,
they're feeling cold and I'm shivering here
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speaking so I'd say it was worse for the
lads out on the field.
"1-2 isn't going to be enough to win any
game, regardless of conditions I probably
would have expected a return of 10 or 11
points, that was the aim. It was an end to
a busy week, I have to pay credit to
Connacht GAA for actually getting the
game played today because if it wasn't
played today, who knows when it would
have been played so for all those here in
Connacht who scrambled to get the game
played at such short notice, I think everybody really appreciates it. I think for the
boys, it didn't matter; we would have
played Christmas Day if we had to so that
piece doesn't really matter. But 1-2 is not
enough, even though I know the final
scoreline wasn't huge either but we're a
team who can get a return when we go up
the pitch but we just didn't get a return
today for whatever reason."
Even accounting for their lack of
scores, Sligo still only trailed by four points
midway through the second half before
Roscommon struck for their goal, which

was arguably the game's decisive score.
However, Sligo battled commendably even
when things were clearly not going as they
had planned.
"No, but it's a completely different day,
the conditions were a lot different," Fallon
responded when asked if he felt his team
got to the level of performance they
produced in that superb win over Mayo six
days previously.
"I think that the boys really did try
today, you could see them working but
sometimes when the body is cold it doesn't respond the way you want it to respond
and credit to Roscommon, they deserved
the win today, they were more clinical than
we were in front of goals, even in the
second half against the breeze they
created the goal chance. I think if you
managed to not concede a goal today
you'd have won the game, but we
conceded one in the second half which
was a tough time to concede it.
"But my hats off to them, it was great
for both Sligo and Roscommon to be in it
but they deserve their win today."

ELECTRIC IRELAND CONNACHT MINOR FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP SEMI-FINAL

Roscommon manager Emmet Durney speaks to his players during the Electric Ireland Connacht minor championship. Photo: Ramsey Cardy/Sportsfile.

Gatley and Hand hit the net
as Roscommon progress
for a second yellow card offence, and after
his dismissal Galway started to chip away
at their 13-point deficit.
Points from Ryan Conlon, Jack Dowd,
Rory Donnellan and Darragh O’Malley
quickly ate into that Roscommon lead, but
there was no way back in reality as time
caught up with Galway.

Roscommon .............2-13
Galway .......................0-11
By DAVE MURPHY

T

HERE was no denying Roscommon
their place in the Connacht minor
football final, despite Galway kicking
six late points to put some respectability
on the scoreboard. It was an emphatic
performance from Emmet Durney’s young
side.
A goal from Darren Gately after five
minutes play put Roscommon on the front
from from the off at the Connacht GAA
Centre in Bekan, and they continued to
dominate the early action.
Full forward Eoin Colleran caused big
problems for Galway and he ended with
six points for his side. But at the other end
Galway had a potent attacker too and a
couple of points from Maidhc Mac Gearailt
just about kept them in touch at the interval, although a return of a point from
Daniel O’Flaherty’s penalty meant
Roscommon led 1-9 to 0-4 at half time.
In tricky conditions in Bekan, there was

SCORERS – Roscommon: C Hand 1-4, E
Colleran 0-6 (0-4f, 0-2m), D Gately 1-1, R Conlon
0-1, Bobby Nugent 0-1.
Galway: M Mac Gearailt 0-4, C Ó Curraoín 0-2f, D
Prendergast 0-1 (pen), C Gallagher 0-1, R Donnellan 0-1, J Dowd 0-1, Darragh O’Malley 0-1.

ROSCOMMON: D Farrell; M Sugrue, C Keogh,

Shane Walsh of Roscommon.
Photo by Ramsey Cardy/Sportsfile

no big comeback from the young Tribesmen. Instead Roscommon stretched their
advantage shortly after the restart with
Colleran and Conor Hand on target, while
Hand put the result beyond doubt with his
side’s second goal.
With five minutes remaining Roscommon defender Alan McManus was sent off

Luke Walsh; C Neary, A McManus, E Ward; O
Cregg, J Greene; S Walsh, R Conlon, C Hand; A
Shannon, E Colleran, D Gately.
Subs: B Nugent for Greene (46), D Meeley for S
Walsh (52), T Lennon for L Walsh (56), D Coleman
for Cregg (60+1), D O’Beirne for Shannon (60+4).
GALWAY: J Egan; J Ramsey, E Donoghue, M
Morrin; M Mulvaney, D O’Malley, A Tierney; C
Gallagher, D Burke; R Kavanagh, M Mac Gearailt,
L Ó Conghaíle; D O’Flaherty, C Ó Curraoín, D
Prendergast. Subs: R Donnellan for Burke (17), A
Kavanagh for Ramsay (26), G Higgins for R
Kavanagh (36), J Dowd for Ó Conghaíle (42), J
Slattery for Prendergast (50).
REFEREE: M McGirl (Leitrim).
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Sligo minors oust Mayo to
reach Connacht final
Marren who pointed on 54 minutes as 5
separated them.
However, Mayo were not giving up and
good work from substitute Stephen Burke
and Ciarán Boland found Callinan in a
goalmouth scramble who slotted home on
58 minutes, giving Mayo a lifeline back
into the game and ensuring a dramatic
finale was in store.
With four minutes of additional time
and two points between the sides, there
was high intensity at the finish and one
could only imagine, in pre-Covid times and
with spectators what the atmosphere
would have been like. Sligo, like they had
shown throughout the hour, didn't falter
and fought valiantly for every ball, referee
Thomas Murphy signalling the end as the
Sligo team and management punched the
air with glee.

Sligo ...............................1-9
Mayo ..............................1-7
By EMMA GALLAGHER
Sligo Champion

S

LIGO minors rounded off what
was a very strange and
haphazard 2020 with an early
Christmas present as they booked
their place in the Connacht championship final after a commanding display
against Mayo in a wintry Bekan.
Daragh Fallon's charges were fully
deserving winners after the hour, with an
urgency and intensity their opponents couldn't quite match.
It's been a wait of 52
years since the Yeats men
last won the title, the same
year they went all the way to
the All-Ireland final.
Comfortably cruising by 1-9 to 0-7 by
the 54th minute, Sligo had to show true
grit when Mayo bagged a late goal to
leave just two points between them, but try
as they might, Mayo weren't going to
snatch victory.
Things looked slightly ominous for
Tomas Morley's Mayo at half-time, as
playing with the aid of a strong breeze,
they were dealt a blow just before the
interval, Sligo's Adam Gallagher, impressive throughout, pouncing for a goal after
being fed by midfielder, Dáire O'Boyle.
Sligo led by 2 points at the break, 1-5
to 0-6, and although had been behind for
the most of the opening period,
Gallagher's goal nudged them in front and
they never relinquished their advantage.
Cian McHale from a placed ball
brought it back to a one-point game
shortly after the resumption. Sligo overturned possession again and a wellworked team effort saw Marren sending
over a terrific score. Sligo were then
awarded a free as Mayo were deemed to
be over-carrying and the brilliant Walsh
split the posts to put a goal between them
on 40 minutes, Sligo ahead by 1-7 to 0-7
at the second water break.
Sligo hit their first wide of the game
midway through the second half as Mayo
looked like they needed a goal as the
Sligo attacking runs kept coming. O'Reilly
added his second and what was another
terrific team move, Gallagher, Cian Oates
and Walsh all involved in the build up,
Sligo now ahead by four points.
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SCORERS – Sligo: A Gallagher 1-1, D Walsh (0-3,
Mayo's Cian
McHale tackles Sligo's
Adam Gallagher
during the Connacht
minor semi-final.
Photo: David Farrell Photography

Sligo then had two '45 attempts, the
first tipped out by the Mayo goalkeeper
Brian O'Flaherty while the other came off a
defender as the minutes were slipping by
for Mayo.
Sligo's Ronan Kelly did brilliantly in
midfield winning the ball and finding

3f), L Marren (0-3), C O'Reilly (0-2).
Mayo: S Callinan 1-1, C McHale (0-5, 3f), M
Gibbons (0-1).
SLIGO: J Lundy, Z Mahon, D Foy, M Heraghty, L
Casserly, C Mulligan, J Kiernan, C O'Reilly (C), B
Byrne, C Oates, D O'Boyle, D Walsh, R Kelly, L
Marren, A Gallagher.
Sub: R Chambers for Mahon (inj, 48), F O'Hehir
for Gallagher (55), B Duffy for Marren (59), C
Mitchell for Kelly (59), T Langan for Walsh (65).
MAYO: B O'Flaherty, C McHale, F Kelly, M
MacEvilly, S Dempsey, R Hughes, C Boland, S Callinan, B Tuohy, D Cosgrove, C McHale, C Donohue,
C Bourke, E Hughes, M Gibbons.
Subs: R Fadden for Donohue (27), J Niland for
Gibbons (42), S Burke for Cosgrove (48), J Fallon
for Hughes (50), M English for Kelly (65).
REFEREE: T Murphy.

Mayo's Cian McHale and Ronan Hughes attempt to box Sligo's Cian Oates in the Connacht minor
semi-final.
Photo: David Farrell Photography

ELECTRIC IRELAND CONNACHT MINOR FOOTBALL QUARTER-FINAL

Galway finishing power sees
off battling minors
Galway ........................2-17
Leitrim .......................0-12
By JOHN CONNOLLY
Leitrim Observer

T

HE privileged few Leitrim fans lucky
enough to be at the Connacht GAA
Centre for the opening round of the
Electric Ireland Connacht Minor Football
Championship will have travelled home
wondering just how such a battling and
excellent footballing effort from the County
U17s ended up with an 11-point losing
margin to Galway.
With 20 minutes to go, Leitrim looked
in the perfect place to cause an upset
when Galway's Adam Tierney was showed
a second yellow card to reduce them to 14
men and a Leitrim team going toe to toe
with a Tribe side featuring eight of the
team who won last year's All-Ireland title.
But from there to finish, we got a sumptuous display of Galway dominance with
the outstanding Conall Gallagher running
the show from midfield as the Tribesmen
outscored Brendan Guckian's team by an
astonishing 2-7 to 0-2 to run out easy and
comprehensive winners.
Leitrim were first to score, an Oisin
Curley free on two minutes for an off-theball foul, but it was Galway making the
early chances as Daniel O’Flaherty saw a
shot blocked and David Prendergast put a
free wide while Jack Ramsay was booked
for a foul, Curley sweeping over the free.
Galway’s response was impressive and
indicated where much of Leitrim’s problems with come from as Tribe midfielders
Darragh Burke and Conall Gallagher both
fired over nice points from play.
Conall Gallagher then showed he was
as happy in the forwards as he was at
midfield as he waltzed through three or
four Leitrim defenders to fire over just
before the water break. Unfortunately that
water break didn’t come after that point
from Liam O’Conghaile caught a quick
mark from the kickout.
His long pass found Cillian O’Curraoin
in space and despite being held up, the
Galway full-forward drove a low, daisy
cutter of a shot from the right hand side to
the left corner for a crucial goal.
After the water break, Jake Tobin was
narrowly wide with an effort before Adam
Tierney raided from defence to score.
Tobin, from a mark, and Prendergast

swapped points, the Galway man very
close to a goal but the game took a turn
when Ryan Kavanagh was black carded
for obstruction. Leitrim immediately took
advantage with points from Reynolds,
after good work from Michael McKiernan,
and Conor Quinn, a huge 40 yard effort in
acres of space.
Crucially, Leitrim also lost a man to a
black card, Jake Tobin spending ten
minutes in the bin for obstruction, but
another Curley score, a high effort dropping over, saw Leitrim trail 1-6 to 0-7 at the
halftime break.
Galway were harshly penalised for a
quick kickout that didn’t seem to have any
Galway men in the small circle but two
dwalding Leitrim men were and referee
John Glavey award a throw-ball, won by
Gavin Reynolds who worked the ball out
to Oisin Curley for a point.
Almost straight away, Letirim won the
ball back with Jack Casey managing to get
the ball to a charging Shane Smith. From
this writer’s view, it appeared as if there
was a big gap in front of the Fenagh
youngster but Smith cut out to chip the ball
over the bar rather than go in towards
goal.
That again left a point in it but Galway
were still dominating and despite two
misses, they turned over a Leitrim possession with Gallagher scoring a great point
on eight minutes. Galway’s Adam Tierney
was yellow carded as was Leitrim sub
Ethan Bohan as two O’Curraoin frees
stretched that gap back to four points.
But before the second O’Curraoin,
Leitrim got a huge boost when Adam Tierney got a second yellow for a clash with
Paul Moran, the Ballinamore man also
getting carded. Moran did take advantage
of the extra space by firing over a nice
point just before the water break.
But it wasn’t all good news for Leitrim
as Daniel O’Sullivan suffered a leg injury,
Con Doyle coming on after the water
break. That water break worked wonders
for Galway who outscored Leitrim 1-6 to 01 down the stretch to kill off Leitrim’s stubborn challenge.
O’Curraoin from a free and Gallagher
from distance hit great points to open up a
five point gap, exacerbated with a bad
miss from Paul Moran. Jack Casey did
make a clever mark to score with ten
minutes to go but Galway quickly killed off
the game.
The impressive, if low-scoring, Prendergast burned off his marker as he
charged up the right hand side and then in

There was no joy for Leitrim minor manager
Brendan Guckian, whose side were knocked
out of the Connacht championship by Galway.
Photo: Ramsey Cardy/Sportsfile.

towards goal before floating a lovely ball
across the face of the Leitrim goal, leaving
Cillian O’Curraoin with nothing to do but
fist the ball to the net!
It was all Galway from then on as they
dominated general play and they landed a
trio of points from a trio of subs Rory
Donnellan, Gary Higgins and Maidhc
MacGearailt, Higgins literally scoring with
his first touch.
SCORERS – Galway: C Ó Curraoin 2-3 (3f); C
Gallagher 0-6; D Prendergast 0-2; D O'Malley, A
Tierney, D Burke, M Mac Gearailt, R Donnellan, G
Higgins 0-1 each.
Leitrim: O Curley 0-4 (2f); J Casey (1m), S Smith
0-2 each; C Quinn, G Reynolds, P Moran, J Tobin
(m) 0-1 each.
GALWAY: J Egan; J Ramsey, E Donohue, M
Morrin; M Mulvaney, D O'Malley, A Tierney; D
Burke, C Gallagher; R Kavanagh, L Ó Conghaile, J
Dowd; D O'Flaherty, C Ó Curraoin, D Prendergast.
Subs: J Slattery for Dowd (h-t), M Mac Gearailt
for Ó Conghaile (42), R Donnellan for Slattery
(53), G Higgins for Burke (58), A Kavanagh for R
Kavanagh (59).
LEITRIM: C Flood; J Clinton, S Wisely, M Lenehan; D Duignan, C Quinn, D O'Sullivan; M McKiernan, G Reynolds; P Moran, J Tobin, JJ Lipsett; J
Casey, O Curley, S Smith. Subs: D Easterbrook for
Wisely (20), E Bohan for Lipsett (40), C Doyle for
O'Sullivan (47), C Reynolds for Casey (52), B
McNulty for McKiernan (59).
REFEREE: John Glavey (Mayo).
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2020 EIRGRID U-20 FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 20 AWARDS

Galway dominate UF

OLLOWING the conclusion of the
2020 season, EirGrid, proud sponsor
of the U20 All-Ireland Championship,
has announced the top 20 performers
from this year’s U-20 football championship with the annual 20 U-20 awards. In
addition, the recipients of the EirGrid U-20
Football Championship player of the year
and manager of the year awards have
also been announced.
Having played a critical defensive role
in keeping Dublin’s top scorers at bay in
the All-Ireland final, Galway captain Jack
Glynn was the tournament’s standout
player and has been named the 2020
EirGrid U-20 Football Championship
Player of the Year.
Galway Manager Donal Ó Fátharta has
been named as the EirGrid Manager of
the Year after leading his squad to provincial and All-Ireland victories, despite it only
being his first year in charge, and claiming
the county’s first U-20 title since 2013. Ó
Fátharta worked tirelessly to grow and
develop the skills of the young Galway
team though this difficult year and his
dedication paid off on the pitch.
This is the sixth year of the player
awards and second year of the
EirGrid Manager of The Year
awards with the recipients
being selected by the Gaelic
Writers Association. The
awards are run by EirGrid
to recognise the incredible
talent, dedication and
hard work displayed by
those involved in this

Conor Flaherty of Galway in action against
Kerry during the EirGrid All-Ireland U-20
Semi-Final. Photo by Matt Browne/Sportsfile
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2020 EirGrid U-20 Football
Championship Player of the Year,
Galway captain Jack Glynn.
Photo: Eóin Noonan/Sportsfile.

20 U-20 award winner, Conor Raftery.
Photo: Eóin Noonan/Sportsfile.

Paul Kelly was also named on the 20 U-20
award list. Photo: Sam Barnes/Sportsfile.

2020 EIRGRID U-20 FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 20 AWARDS

20 annual awards
EirGrid 20 U-20
recipients for 2020:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conor Flaherty (Galway)
Darragh Canavan (Tyrone)
Jack Glynn (Galway)
Cormac Munroe (Tyrone)
Lee Gannon (Dublin)
Sean O’Brien (Kerry)
Dan McCarthy (Kerry)
Conor Raftery (Galway)
Paul Kelly (Galway)
Aaron Doherty (Donegal)
Matthew Tierney (Galway)
Tomo Culhane (Galway)
Mark Lavin (Dublin)
Lorcan O’Dell (Dublin)
Ciaran Archer (Dublin)
Ethan Jordan (Tyrone)
Tiernan Quinn (Tyrone)
Ronan Coffey (Laois)
Ruairi Ó Beaglaoich (Kerry)
Blake Murphy (Cork)

competition. EirGrid, the state-owned
company that is delivering a cleaner
energy future for Ireland, has been a
proud partner of the GAA since 2015 when
it first began sponsoring the U-21 Football
All-Ireland Championship before the
competition evolved into to U-20 grade.
The Tribesmen’s efforts in the competition have been reflected with six players

Matthew Tierney was awarded with a 20 U-20
award following an impressive year.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach/Sportsfile.

from the All-Ireland winning panel selected
as worthy recipients of a 20 U-20 award.
These are Conor Flaherty, Jack Glynn,
Conor Raftery, Paul Kelly, Matthew Tierney and Tomo Culhane.
All-Ireland finalists, Dublin, have four
players included in this year’s list. These
are Lee Gannon, Mark Lavin, Lorcan
O’Dell and Ciarán Archer as do Ulster
Champions, Tyrone with Darragh Canavan, Cormac Munroe, Ethan Jordan and
Tiernan Quinn making the top 20. Sean
O’Brien, Dan McCarthy and Ruairi Ó
Beaglaoich are representing Kerry on the
panel with the remaining three slots going
to Laois’s Ronan Coffey, Cork’s Blake
Murphy and Aaron Doherty of Donegal.
Commenting on the awards, Uachtarán
Chumann Lúthchleas Gael, John Horan
said: “I commend all of the players
honoured on this list but also all of those
who competed in the EirGrid GAA Football
U-20 All-Ireland Championship in 2020
giving the testing set of circumstances
everyone involved faced.
As ever with this grade of football the
talent on show was difficult to ignore and I
have no doubt that many of the names
that feature on this list will have aspirations of further county representation in
years to come.
“Thank you to EirGrid for their ongoing
support of the GAA and their creativity in
helping us to promote this competition and
we look forward to working with them in
2021.”
Michael Mahon, Chief Infrastructure
Officer at EirGrid, commented: “On behalf

of all at EirGrid, I would like to extend our
congratulations to the 20 players
honoured on today’s prestigious list. The
talent we witnessed in the 2020 championship was incredible and each of these
young players did their counties proud
during such an unprecedented time. We
are also delighted to give special recognition to the EirGrid U-20 Player of the Year,
Galway’s Jack Glynn, and EirGrid
Manager of the Year, Donal Ó Fátharta,
who are both part of the All-Ireland
winning team.
Well done and thank you to all of those
involved who made the EirGrid GAA Football U20 All-Ireland Championship a
success. These awards allow us to
acknowledge and reward some of the
bright stars of the game and we look
forward to seeing what the future holds for
these outstanding footballers.”
For more information log on to
www.eirgrid.ie or visit follow EirGrid on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram using
#EirGridGAA.

20 U-20 award recipient Tomo Culhane.
Photo: Sam Barnes/Sportsfile.

EirGrid Manager of the Year is Galway
manager Donal Ó Fatharta.
Photo: Brendan Moran/Sportsfile.
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PWC ALL-STARS NOMINATIONS

Fourteen Connacht nomina
Mayo’s O’Connor in the running for
Player of the Year
P
LAYERS from 10
different counties are
represented in the
final list of football nominations that make up the PwC
All-Stars.
The history-making, six-ina-row All-Ireland champions
Dublin head up the high-calibre
45-strong shortlist with 13 men
throughout every area of the
pitch.
Beaten finalists Mayo are
next with 12 contenders for
the final 15.
After winning a first
Ulster title since 1997,
Cavan have been rewarded
with seven nominations. The
Breffni County’s previous
winners are Ollie Brady (1978)
and Dermot McCabe (1997).
Tipperary’s memorable march
to a first Munster senior football
title since 1935 is reflected in four
nominations for defenders Kevin
Fahy and Bill Maher; with Colin
O’Riordan among the midfield
contenders and captain Conor
Sweeney named among the forward

Mayo forward Cillian O'Connor
has been nominated for an All
Star award and is also one of
three nominated for Footballer
of the Year.
Photo: Ramsey Cardy/
Sportsfile.

contenders. Their last PwC All-Star in football was Michael Quinlivan in 2016.
Iain Corbett’s eye-catching exploits for
Limerick in their league and championship
displays in 2020 is honoured with an inclusion among the 18 top defenders – a
nomination for the Treaty footballers for
the first time since John Galvin in 2010.
There are three nominations for Ulster
finalists Donegal, two for Galway and with
Armagh’s Aidan Forker, Cork midfielder
Ian Maguire and Kerry attacker
David Clifford also included.
Also announced today are
the players who have been
shortlisted for the PwC
GAA/GPA Footballer of
the Year Awards.
Dublin’s Brian
Fenton (Raheny)
and Ciaran
Kilkenny (Castleknock) are joined
by Mayo forward
Cillian O’Connor
(Ballintubber) in
the shortlist
for the PwC
GAA/GPA
Footballer of the

Mayo trio Oisín Mullin, Eoghan McLaughlin and Tommy Conroy will battle it out for the Young Player of the Year award. All three have also been
nominated for All Stars
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach/Sportsfile.
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PWC ALL-STARS NOMINATIONS

tions in football All Star list
Year Award – which will be chosen by their
peers.
The vote for the PwC GAA/GPA Young
Footballer of the Year Award will be an allMayo affair with emerging stars Oisín
Mullin (Kilmaine), Eoghan McLaughlin

PwC All-Stars Football
nominations 2020
GOALKEEPERS
David Clarke (Mayo), Stephen
Cluxton (Dublin), Raymond Galligan (Cavan)
DEFENDERS
Davey Byrne, Michael Fitzsimons,
Eoin Murchan, John Small, Robbie
McDaid (all Dublin)
Oisín Mullin, Eoghan McLaughlin,
Lee Keegan, Chris Barrett, Patrick
Durcan (all Mayo)
Ciarán Brady, Padraig Faulkner,
Gerry Smith (all Cavan),
Kevin Fahy, Bill Maher (Tipperary)
Iain Corbett (Limerick), Aidan
Forker (Armagh), Peadar Mogan
(Donegal).
MIDFIELDERS
James McCarthy (Dublin), Brian
Fenton (Dublin), Colin O’Riordan
(Tipperary), Gearóid McKiernan
(Cavan), Matthew Ruane (Mayo),
Ian Maguire (Cork)
FORWARDS
Niall Scully, Con O’Callaghan,
Ciarán Kilkenny, Dean Rock, Seán
Bugler (all Dublin)
Cillian O’Connor, Kevin McLoughlin, Ryan O’Donoghue, Aidan
O’Shea, Tommy Conroy (all Mayo)
Martin Reilly, Thomas Galligan
(Cavan)
Shane Walsh, Paul Conroy
(Galway)
Michael Langan, Ciarán Thompson
(Donegal)
Conor Sweeney (Tipperary), David
Clifford (Kerry)
PwC GAA/GPA Young Footballer of
the Year nominees
Oisín Mullin, Tommy Conroy,
Eoghan McLaughlin (all Mayo)
PwC GAA/GPA Footballer of the Year
nominees
Brian Fenton (Dublin), Ciarán
Kilkenny (Dublin), Cillian O’Connor
(Mayo)

(Westport) and Tommy Conroy (the Neale)
shortlisted.
Congratulating the nominees,
Uachtarán CLG John Horan said: “I want
to acknowledge all of those who have
been chosen among this list of nominees
for the PwC All-Stars. The 2020 season
will go down in history for the backdrop
against which it was played, and all of our

players deserve great credit for producing
the levels of skill and enjoyment we
witnessed. Our thanks to PwC for helping
ensure those heroics are recognised
here.”
Feargal O’Rourke, Managing Partner,
PwC, said: “Sincere congratulations to all
of the 45 players named as nominees for
the PwC All Stars on behalf of everyone at
PwC. It is a tremendous achievement to
make the 45-strong shortlist and it is a
testament to these players’ abilities, both
individually and as part of a team, that
they were selected. Despite all the obvious difficulties and obstacles, the 2020
Championship was packed with entertainment, brilliant games and outstanding individual performances and the nominees all
played their part in this tremendous spectacle. Their nominations are all welldeserved and we wish them all every
success in the new season ahead.”
Paul Flynn, Chief Executive of the
GPA said: “Warmest congratulations to
all 45 footballers who have been
nominated for PwC All-Star Awards
for 2020, a year that none of us will
ever forget. While our games are
all about the team, individual
recognition through the PwC AllStars, which are the pinnacle in
individual achievement in Gaelic
football, is a huge honour.
Congratulations also to the
nominees for both the PwC
Footballer of the Year and
the PwC Young Footballer
of the Year.”
The nominations were
chosen by a panel of
Gaelic Games correspondents from across, print,
radio, TV and digital
media, chaired by
Uachtarán CLG John
Horan.

Paul Conroy’s excellent form has been rewarded
with an All Star nomination.
Photo: Ramsey Cardy/Sportsfile.
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PWC ALL-STARS HURLING NOMINATIONS 2020

Seven Galway hurlers in the ru
A

FTER a season that saw them
dominate across league, provincial
and All-Ireland championships,
Limerick are the dominant presence in the
list of hurling nominations for the PwC AllStars.
Just over a month on from their unique
winter All-Ireland final triumph for a second
Liam MacCarthy cup in three years, Limerick have 14 places in the star-studded field
of 45 nominations.
The Treaty County’s entire defensive
unit of goalkeeper Nickie Quaid and Seán
Finn, Dan Morrissey, Barry Nash, Diarmuid Byrnes, Declan Hannon, and Kyle
Hayes anchors the representation.
There are eight counties represented in
all, with Munster and All-Ireland finalists
Waterford strongly featured with 10 players shortlisted.
There are seven Galway hurlers
named with five from Kilkenny, and two

Killimordaly forward Brian Concannon has
been nominated for a first All Star following a
brilliant year for Galway.
Photo: Eóin Noonan/Sportsfile.
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Galway defender Aidan
Harte is among those
nominated.
Photo: Ramsey Cardy/
Sportsfile.

from Cork and two from Tipperary.
The free-scoring Tony Kelly is nominated in midfield and one of four Clare
hurlers selected, while there’s a notable
inclusion for Dublin forward Donal Burke in
recognition of his prolific finishing in the
Championship.
Also confirmed are the names that
make up the shortlist for the PwC
GAA/GPA Hurler of the Year Awards.
Limerick’s towering wing forward,
Gearóid Hegarty (Naomh Padraig) is
named alongside Clare powerhouse Tony
Kelly (Ballyea) and Waterford dynamo
Stephen Bennett (Ballysaggart) for the
PwC GAA/GPA Hurler of the Year Award –
which will be chosen by their inter-county
playing colleagues.

The PwC GAA/GPA Young Hurler of
the Year Award will be voted on between
Kilkenny’s Eoin Cody (Ballyhale Shamrocks), Waterford’s Iarlaith Daly (Lismore)
and Tipperary’s Jake Morris (Nenagh Éire
Óg).
Uachtarán CLG, John Horan, said:
“Sport was one of the few unforgettable
elements to an otherwise forgettable 2020
and yet again the hurling campaign was a
highlight. The PwC All-Stars provide an
opportunity to salute the stand-out
performers who lit up the campaign and
gave so much excitement and I congratulate all of those who have been nominated
and it is a big day for them and their
clubs.”
Paul Flynn, Chief Executive of the GPA

PWC ALL-STARS HURLING NOMINATIONS 2020

nning for end of year awards
said: “To all 45 players who have been
nominated for PwC All-Star Awards, my
heartiest congratulations. The 2020
season was one like no other and their
efforts on the pitch meant so much to so
many. Congratulations also to the nominees for both the PwC Hurler of the Year

and the PwC Young Hurler of the Year.”
The nominations were chosen by a
panel of Gaelic Games correspondents
from across, print, radio, TV and digital
media, chaired by Uachtarán CLG John
Horan.
It has also been confirmed that there

will be two additional hurling selections – a
team of the year for the players in the Joe
McDonagh Cup, as well as a Champion
15 that is comprised of star players from
across the Christy Ring, Nickey Rackard
and Lory Meagher Cups. Details of these
teams will be announced in February.

PwC All-Stars Hurling
nominations 2020
GOALKEEPERS
Stephen O’Keeffe (Waterford),
Nickie Quaid (Limerick), Eibhear
Quilligan (Clare)
DEFENDERS
Seán Finn, Dan Morrissey, Barry
Nash, Diarmuid Byrnes, Declan
Hannon, Kyle Hayes (all Limerick)
Conor Prunty, Shane McNulty,
Calum Lyons, Tadhg De Burcá (all
Waterford)
Daithí Burke, Aidan Harte, Pádraic
Mannion (all Galway)
Conor Delaney, Padraig Walsh
(Kilkenny)
Rory Hayes (Clare), Mark Coleman
(Cork), Ronan Maher (Tipperary)
MIDFIELDERS
Will O’Donoghue (Limerick), Cian
Lynch (Limerick), Jamie Barron
(Waterford), Tony Kelly (Clare),
Michael Breen (Tipperary), Conor
Browne (Kilkenny).
FORWARDS
Gearóid Hegarty, Tom Morrissey,
Aaron Gillane, Seamus Flanagan,
Graeme Mulcahy (all Limerick)
Stephen Bennett, Dessie Hutchinson, Austin Gleeson, Jack Fagan
(all Waterford)
Brian Concannon, Joe Canning,
Conor Whelan, Cathal Mannion (all
Galway)
TJ Reid, John Donnelly (Kilkenny)
Donal Burke (Dublin), Cathal
Malone (Clare), Shane Kingston
(Cork)
PwC GAA/GPA Young Hurler of the
Year nominees
Jake Morris (Tipperary), Eoin Cody
(Kilkenny), Iarlaith Daly (Waterford)
PwC GAA/GPA Hurler of the Year
nominees
Gearóid Hegarty (Limerick), Tony
Kelly (Clare), Stephen Bennett
(Waterford)

Cathal Mannion’s impressive season has been awarded with an All Star nomination.
Photo: Ray McManus/Sportsfile.
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LIBERTY INSURANCE ALL-IRELAND CAMOGIE INTERVIEW

“We just bounced off each other and whatever
way, my knee didn’t fancy it” – Galway’s Tara Kenny
By DARAGH Ó CONCHÚIR

W

HEN Tara Kenny walks out of the
dressing room, jogs from the tunnel
and sprints out onto the grass of
Croke Park, there may just be a temptation
to smile and exhale a little sigh of relief,
before resuming focus on what unfolds
within the white lines and her job in nullifying the threat of the Kilkenny attack.
This time, she will have made it.
Last year, Kenny severed her anterior
cruciate ligament in Galway’s last in-house
game, 10 days before the Liberty Insurance
All-Ireland Senior Camogie Championship
Final.
Having progressed along with Aoife Donohue, Shauna Healy, Caitriona Cormican,
Orlatih McGrath and Rebecca Hennelly to the
Senior squad after the Intermediate triumph
of 2013 – the O’Duffy Cup was also bedecked
in marron and white ribbons that day - Kenny
had endured a number of near misses but
excelled as Galway got the upper hand on the
Noresiders in the League Final six months
earlier at HQ.
Cruelly, on the biggest day, she was forced
to watch, helpless on the sideline, as Cathal
Murray’s crew hit the Cats for three first-half
goals to claim the ultimate Championship
victory after a seven-year hiatus.
Then last March, just before Lockdown,
she returned to Croke Park and watched
from the stands as her club Sarsfields put
two previous Final defeats behind them to
claim overall honours.
“I can picture it, just like it was yesterday”, says Kenny of the incident that robbed
her of career zeniths.
“It was something simple, five minutes
into the game. Nothing unusual. We did the
same warm-up and everything. I was just
running in a straight line to the ball with
Ailish O’Reilly and the two of us – I wouldn’t
even call it a tackle – we just bounced off
each other and whatever way, my knee didn’t
fancy it and just jerked.
“I didn’t know. I got up and walked off and
iced it. Then it started getting stiff. I didn’t
hear any pop and that’s usually what people
say you’d hear. It was the first thing I asked
Becky (Hennelly), who has done the cruciate
twice. ‘How would you know if you did it?’
She was like, ‘You’d know.’ I think I was just
oblivious.
“I went for the scan the next morning. A
kick in the teeth. I wasn’t thinking about the
nine months out. I was like, ‘Oh my God, I’m
missing the match.’
“The club All-Ireland was just as sickening. We had been trying to get there so long.
But everything happens for a reason, hopefully.”
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Tara Kenny, left, and Heather Cooney of
Galway following the Liberty Insurance AllIreland Senior Camogie Championship Final
defeat to Kilkenny. Photo: David Fitzgerald/Sportsfile

While hurting internally, Kenny quickly
recognised her responsibility to her
colleagues.
“That happened on a Thursday. Then I had
the weekend to feel sorry for myself. Then it
was the week of the Final. So I was still going
to training, still putting on the face to the
women. Then all I wanted was for the girls to
win.”
She allowed herself a fortnight of partying
– maybe there was a bit of mourning in that
too – but then it was head down, months of
prehab as prescribed by surgeon Ray Moran.
“I could run and sprint in a straight line
before my operation, I had it that built up. It
kind of made the road the other side
shorter.”
The operation took place on October 29th
and then it was five times a week with S&C
coach Robbie Lane, and a weekly visit to
Cliodhna Costello to work on balance and
landing stability.
“I was very lucky that Robbie had experience with ACLs before. It seems to be a real
problem for women though. At the time I was
with him, I think he had four other ACLs with
him, club girls. I had full faith in him. Never
questioned him. I had Becky there too,
bouncing questions off her.
“I was very lucky that it was a clean snap.
I had no other damage. My meniscus and all
that was fine. So I just did everything I was
told and had no setbacks at all during my
rehab.
“I was on night shift (at Boston Scientific)
at the time of my operation so I used to
finish at seven in the morning, and then go
straight to Robbie and he’d take me for the
hour. I like my sleep so if I went to bed, there
was no getting me up.”

Lane “changed the game for us” since
being appointed by the county board as head
of S&C for all county teams. He is still seeing
the players individually twice weekly,
although given the rat-tat-tat nature of the
current programme, the work has been more
injury prevention than strength work.
Their robustness in the tackle was particularly evident in last year’s titanic Semi-Final
clash with Cork, and Kenny herself points to
Carrie Dolan’s ability to ride a strong tackle
on the way to scoring her goal in this year’s
Semi-Final against Tipperary.
“We were always missing something,
which I thought Robbie and Murray (Cathal)
brought in. Physically and probably a bit
mentally as well. Robbie puts a lot of hours
into us, any time of day.”
One of the most diminutive players in the
game, Kenny threw her light 5’3’’ frame in
front of oncoming traffic with abandon,
regardless of heft and velocity, as Galway
withstood Tipp’s stern examination. It was
obvious that there were no lingering physical
or mental issues.
She had been supposed to return to
contact training on St. Patrick’s weekend.
When Lockdown was announced, she was
understandably disappointed, having been
looking forward to that singular feeling she
had missed so much. There hadn’t been an
ounce of anxiety then not to mind now.
“I don’t think about my knee at all. It
doesn’t bother me at all. When you do the
work, you’re not wary”, is the logical explanation.
That said, the extended time could only
help. And with club fare returning first, she
had a valuable bank of five games in the
locker as Sarsfields retained county honours.
“It worked out in my favour completely. It
gave me a few months more of strength
work. I had a few weights at home so I was
probably one of the few that wasn’t giving
out about Lockdown. Club being first worked
for me then. That gave me a lot of game time
and momentum.
“My goal at the start of the year, when the
Championship was in June, I wanted to give
Murray an option to play me, to compete at
that level. But thankfully I made the team.”
The 27-year-old has sympathy for Katie
Power, whose broken kneecap robs Kilkenny
of a supreme talent.
“Another freak injury. I know how she’s
feeling this week. She’s there watching training. It’s not a nice feeling.”
Kenny insists that retaining their title will
be no easy task, with an opposition buoyed
by their Semi-Final defeat of Cork and a
cause in the form of Power’s injury-enforced
absence.
By lining out this evening, she is a winner
already.
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GAA clubs encouraged to register
for ‘Ireland Lights Up’ 2021
Presenter Kathryn Thomas and
Uachtarán Chumann Lúthchleas Gael
John Horan during the launch of
Ireland Lights Up 2021 in partnership
with RTÉ’s Operation Transformation
and Get Ireland Walking at Croke
Park in Dublin.
Photo: David Fitzgerald/Sportsfile.

I

‘

RELAND Lights Up’, the popular walking initiative, is returning in January
2021 in partnership with the GAA,
Operation Transformation, and Get Ireland
Walking.
For a fourth year, clubs across the 32
counties are being encouraged to turn on
their floodlights to provide for community
members a safe walking environment
during the dark winter evenings. As ever,
Operation Transformation (which returns
to our screens each Wednesday from 6
January to 24 February) will shine a light
on Ireland Lights Up by showcasing participation clubs each week of the hit RTÉ
show.
Ireland Lights Up will take on an additional significance in 2021 as people have
increasingly turned to walking to support
their health and wellbeing since the onset
of the pandemic. While we can’t predict
the level of Covid-19 restrictions we will
face in the new year, the organisers of
Ireland Lights Up and the clubs involved
will take every due diligence to ensure
those who want to enjoy a walk at their
local GAA grounds can do so safely and
within recommended public health guidelines. Measures include:
l Registration process with Get Ireland
Walking to track all club and participant involvement
l A new club ‘MyLife Steps Challenge’
with Irish Life, CSR partners of the
GAA Healthy Club Project, to ensure
‘Every Step Counts’

l

Once-off grant for clubs to support
the cost of delivering Ireland Lights
Up (provided by Healthy Ireland
through Sport Ireland, T&Cs apply)
Uachtarán CLG, John Horan, said:
“GAA volunteers have gone above and
beyond when supporting their communities during this pandemic and I have no
doubt our clubs will once again support
this great walking initiative come the new
year.
“Club walking tracks remained open
during the second lockdown period and
thousands of community members have
benefitted from accessing them. Ireland
Lights Up isn’t about maximising numbers
this time around, it’s about providing
community members, particularly those
most vulnerable to Covid-19, with a safe
place to enjoy some outdoor exercise
while adhering to the public health guidelines.”
Speaking about the initiative Frank
Feighan T.D. Minister of State for Public
Health and Wellbeing said: “This is a
wonderful initiative that helps everyone up
and down the country to get out safely, be
active and to reach their recommended 30
mins of physical activity each day during
the dark winter months. At Healthy Ireland
we are encouraging everyone to make a
plan for themselves to keep well this
winter and one of the easiest ways to do
that is by getting out and getting active in
the fresh air as often as you can. I
congratulate the GAA and Get Ireland

walking for their work on making this initiative possible this winter within the Covid
guidance.”
Clubs that complete the registration
process for Ireland Lights Up and adhere
to the necessary criteria will be covered by
Get Ireland Walking's insurance for all
walk leaders and participants. However,
irrespective of GAA membership status,
leaders and participants are not covered
by the GAA Injury Benefit Fund for this
initiative. All clubs that register will be
issued details of how to apply for the
once-off Healthy Ireland / Sport Ireland
grant (max €1,000 per club) to support the
costs of delivering the initiative.
To register your club and review the full
Terms & Conditions of participation, go to:
https://www.getirelandwalking.ie/irelandlightsup/
In addition to Ireland Lights Up, the
GAA’s Community & Health department
will deliver with Irish Life a club ‘Steps
Challenge’ hosted on the Irish Life MyLife
App. During the initial lockdown in June,
12,000 walkers representing almost 450
clubs recorded 2.2 billion steps over the
four weeks on the MyLife App. Regardless
of participation in Ireland Lights Up, all
GAA clubs can get involved in the Steps
Challenge and a separate communication
will be issued this week to clubs outlining
how to get involved. Some great prizes will
apply.
Please direct any club queries to
blanaid.carney@gaa.ie
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Connacht minor and U-20 draws throw
up some mouth-watering 2021 clashes

T

HE draws for the Connacht
minor and U-20 championships
were conducted recently and
both sets of champions from 2020
face difficult assignments if they are
to repeat their success this year.
In both competitions, the games
will be played across a tight two-week
window in order to complete the
competitions in as short a time as
possible.
2020 minor winners Roscommon
have been paired with Mayo in a
Connacht quarter-final, with the
victors there going on to face
Galway in the semi-finals.

On the other side of the draw Sligo
and Leitrim will battle it out for a
place in the final.
In the U-20 championship, reigning
All-Ireland winners Galway face Mayo
in the Connacht semi-final, with the

Connacht Minor
Championship 2021

Connacht U-20
Championship 2021

QUARTER-FINAL:
April 2: Mayo v Roscommon

QUARTER-FINAL
April 3: Leitrim v Roscommon;

SEMI-FINALS:
April 9: Galway v Mayo
or Roscommon;
Sligo v Leitrim

SEMI-FINALS:
April 10: Sligo v Roscommon or
Leitrim;
Galway v Mayo

FINAL – April 13.

GALWAY'S
CLUB PLAYERS
OF THE YEAR
FOR 2020
SENIOR
Galway Senior Club Player of
the Year is Dessie Conneely from
Maigh Cuilinn.

INTERMEDIATE
Galway’s Intermediate Club Player
of the Year is Shane Walsh from
Kilkerrin-Clonberne.
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winners of Roscommon versus
Leitrim playing Sligo in the other
semi-final. The U-20 championship
and minor championship will run
concurrently between 2 April and 17
April.

FINAL – April 16/17.
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LGFA Higher Education Championships
cancelled for 2020-2021 academic year

There will be no Higher Education Championship in Ladies Football in 2021.

T

HE Ladies Gaelic Football Higher
Education Championships for the
2020/21 academic year are
suspended due to the current national
health restrictions.
A decision on future of the 20/21 the
championships will be taken at the LGFA
HEC AGM, which is currently scheduled to
take place on Wednesday June 2.
National Health restrictions will determine
whether this meeting will take place in
person or online.
The decision to postpone games

means that there has been no competitive
action in the current academic year, and is
in line with other restrictions which have
severely curtailed the ability of all teams to
organise training (including contact training) and games since the suspension of
the 2020 O'Connor Cup and other Championships last March.
Donal Barry LGFA HEC Chairperson
said “We are extremely conscious of the
challenges that Covid-19 has presented to
our players both at a personal level and a
playing level and we have taken the deci-

Photo by David Fitzgerald/Sportsfile

sion to suspend our competitions rather
than cancel at the moment but we will look
again at this in June. Playing college football is as much about the social aspect as
the competing aspect and we hope to be
in a position later in the year to make a
more informed decision into whether we
can facilitate championship football or not.
“We ask all our members to follow the
government guidelines in tackling Covid
and we hope that once we have defeated
this pandemic that we can get back to
enjoying our sport.”

Get your copy of

Into the West
every month by contacting Padraig at
reprowest@gmail.com
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Unlike their 2017 IT Sligo counterparts, there will be no HE GAA Sigerson Cup or Fitzgibbon Cup competitions this academic year.
Photo: Sam Barnes/Sportsfile

Third level competitions
cancelled
T

HERE will be no Sigerson Cup football or Fitzgibbon Cup Hurling this
Spring after the GAA’s Higher
Education committee have confirmed that
there will be no Third level Championships taking place in the remainder of
this academic year.
The committee had been hopeful of
staging a comprehensive programme of
games, including the Sigerson and
Fitzgibbon Cups, but given the current
landscape in the country and the public
health difficulties, this will not be possible.
While this means there will be no
matches played in the remainder of the
academic year, the body have committed
to a consultation process with key stakeholders in the hope that some of the
disappointing outcomes of 2020/2021 can
be offset going forward.
"We’re very disappointed that our
championships will not take place.
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Comhairle Ardoideachais had planned for
and were hopeful of all of our championships, including the Fitzgibbon and
Sigerson Cups, going ahead but it’s
apparent that it won't be possible for this
year. We wish to thank all the colleges,
the clubs, club committees, students,
students unions and the hard working
development officers for their understanding and their ongoing commitment to our
sector," said Chairman of the body,
Michael Hyland.
"There is a lot of uncertainty about
when games will recommence at club and
county level and what the calendar will
look like in 2021 but as the situation
becomes clearer, we will work with the
clubs, colleges, development officers and
all stakeholders to try and find ways to
mitigate against the effects of our
students not having had any games this
academic year and we are really looking

forward to a return to play in October,"
said Hyland.
"We will work with everyone, including
our sponsors Electric Ireland, in the
coming months and ensure a comprehensive fixtures calendar. We are particularly
mindful of the current First Year students
who have missed out Fresher competitions and the vital role that it plays in
getting players involved in Third Level
GAA. We are looking forward staging
second year competitions for this year’s
Freshers which we hope will take place in
the first Semester of the 2021/2022
academic year.
"We are looking forward to securing
the space in the GAA calendar for third
level - week 7 and 8 for Sigerson and
Fitzgibbon and thank everyone for their
support in securing these dates which can
only help all our students, clubs and our
sector generally," he concluded.
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Mayo star says: ‘It’s ok to talk’
Mindspace and Mayo GAA join
M
AYO footballer Tom Parsons is
encouraging people who may be
struggling with their mental health
to ‘reach out, speak up, and talk to somebody’.
Parsons was speaking at the launch of
a new pocket-sized information card that
has been produced by Mindspace Mayo in
association with Mayo GAA, its charity
partners, that aims to try and help improve
people’s mental health and wellbeing.
The card will be distributed to GAA club
members in the county over the coming
weeks.
“You’re only human if you’ve felt the
stressors of the last few months that have
come with the current world we live in,”
said Tom Parsons. “So many people have
uncertainty over the future of their work,
health uncertainties, stress, a lack of social
interaction or isolation.
“So I think it’s really topical right now
and I’m really proud to be involved with
Mindspace and Mayo GAA to help promote
this campaign. It’s ok to talk. It’s okay not
to be okay,” he added. “They are the key
messages for me.
“Everybody has different stressors and
the first thing you have to realise is that
you’re human, and that you need to have a
conversation and trust your family
members or friends or team-mates.
“If you are struggling with your mental
health, speak up and talk to somebody.
Reach out to people and have that conversation.
“That’s something I’ve learned over the
years playing with Mayo, whether it’s
losing a big game or being released from a
squad or picking up an injury, I kept all of
that to myself.
“I wouldn’t talk about it.
“It’s only in the last few years, when
those disappointments hit, that my mental
health was affected through stress or
worry or uncertainty about what was
ahead.
“But when I reached out to my teammates or my family and had that conversation, it was invaluable. And that’s the very
first step.
“So for World Mental Health week, if
anybody is struggling out there, have a
conversation with somebody and realise
that it’s ok to talk.”
This information campaign coincides
with World Mental Health Day on 10 October, a day for people to take some time to
learn more about their mental health and
wellbeing, and the services in the community that can better support them in this
regard.
“We know that the Covid-19 pandemic
and the lockdown which followed has been
challenging and difficult for so many
people, and there has been an increase in

forces to promote positive
mental health and wellbeing

Mayo footballer Tom Parsons is pictured at the launch of a positive mental health and well-being
initiative that is being promoted by Mindspace Mayo and Mayo GAA. The initiative will see
pocket-sized cards with tips and advice for positive mental health distributed around Mayo.
Mindspace is a charity partner of Mayo GAA.
Photo: Michael McLaughlin.

those suffering from mental health issues,”
said Peadar Gardiner, Mindspace Mayo
Project Manager.
“Throughout these last few months we
have been continuing to engage with
young people in our community who might
need us, and we wanted to ensure that the
wider community had some self-help tips
to help promote positive mental wellbeing,
as well as sharing some useful contact
details if they need some further support.
“The leaflets will be distributed to Mayo
GAA clubs over the coming weeks and will
also be featured on the Mayo GAA website
and social media channels.
“Hopefully the information will be something that members find useful either for

themselves, or to pass on to family and
friends who may benefit as well.”
Mayo GAA chairperson Liam Moffatt
said that the County Board were only too
happy to help raise awareness and
support this vital mental health initiative
during these unprecedented times.
“Mayo GAA are proud to support the
work of our charity partner, Mindspace
Mayo, and are delighted to be able to help
out in this way,” he said.
“We recognise this has been a difficult
time for a lot of people so distributing information about improving mental health and
wellbeing to our patrons can help those
who may feel they need that extra bit of
guidance or advice.”
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GAA Green Project set to see 45 clubs involved

A new GAA Green Club programme will see 45 clubs and two regional venues participate in a 12-month initiative to assist the GAA, LGFA, and Camogie, develop a sustainability toolkit for all their units. They will be guided on the journey by numerous expert partners. Pictured at Croke Park, on
the occasion earlier this year when the GAA and local authorities pledged to work together as SDG champions of the Irish government, are: LGFA
CEO Helen O'Rourke, Chairman of CCMA Michael Walsh, Uachtarán Chumann Lúthchleas Gael John Horan, Chairman of Local Authority Climate
Change Steering Group Ciarán Hayes, Camogie Operations Manager Alan Malone, DCCAE Katie Aherne, and former Wexford hurler Diarmuid Lyng.

A

NEW GAA Green Club programme will
see 45 clubs and two regional venues
explore a range of sustainability projects
designed to enrich their physical and social
environments.
The GAA Green Club Programme, supported
by the County & City Management Association
and the local authority Climate Action Regional
Offices, is delivered in partnership with the
LGFA and Camogie Association, with additional
support from expert agencies across the five
thematic focus areas of the programme,
namely: Energy, Waste, Biodiversity, Water,
Travel & Transport.
The all-Ireland nature of the initiative was
reflected in the contribution to the online
launch event by Eamon Ryan, Minister for the
Environment, Climate and Communications in
the Republic and representatives of Northern
Ireland Executive’s Department of Agriculture,
Environment, and Rural Affairs.
The Green Club Phase One participants were
selected from 220 clubs that responded earlier
this year to a questionnaire designed to gauge
interest in developing a Green Club initiative.
The responses highlighted a wealth of sustainability work already being undertaken by GAA
units and a desire to further contribute to the
green agenda while future-proofing their
communities and facilities.
Phase One will run for twelve months from
December 2020 with the intention of amassing
as much practical learnings from the participating clubs and venues as possible. This will
inform the creation of a GAA Green Clubs
toolkit that will be made available to all GAA
units in Ireland (1,600 clubs, plus county and
provincial venues), replete with useful case
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studies, established partnership models, and
funding avenues.
GAA President, John Horan, said: “The
Green Clubs Project further demonstrates that
at its core the GAA is a community-based
organisation grounded in place. The project
seeks to support our hard-working volunteers
in future-proofing their club facilities while
contributing to the sustainability of their
community from an environmental and
cultural perspective. It also demonstrates the
GAA’s commitment as an official SDG Champion of the Irish government.”
Minister Eamon Ryan, TD, said: “I am
delighted to support the GAA Green Clubs
initiative which will see practical sustainable
solutions to tackle climate change implemented by clubs all over Ireland. The GAA has
been a valuable partner in championing the
Sustainable Development Goals. This initiative
plays to the GAA’s strengths; by acting locally
to tackle a global issue it will contribute to a
reduction in CO2 emissions and build awareness of the challenges we face in dealing with
climate change.”
Minister Edwin Poots, MLA, also commented
on the launch and said: “When it comes to the
environment it is only by working together
that we can create the behavioural change that
is necessary to manage our climate change
and environmental risks.
“The GAA’s five thematic areas of energy,
waste, water, biodiversity and transport, align
well with my Department’s Green Growth
objectives. The challenge I am setting is for
Northern Ireland to use Green Growth to
change behaviours and to turn climate change
from an economic threat into an economic and

environmental opportunity.
“I believe the Green Clubs initiative has the
potential to be a real catalyst for change,
harnessing the energy and enthusiasm of not
just the young players on the pitch. It draws in
the club officials, their supporters their families and their communities. I hope my Department will be able to continue to explore with
the GAA those areas where we can guide and
support their activities.”
Attendees of the online launch on Wednesday evening heard Padraig Fallon of the Clan
na Gael club in Dundalk outline a recent
energy saving project the club undertook with
significant outcomes. The project involved
major insulation, ventilation, and maintenance
works, including switching to LED bulbs
throughout their campus, and has resulted in
annual energy and maintenance savings of
€10,000, vastly improved lighting on their
playing pitches while achieving an annual
reduction in CO2 emissions of 30 tonnes.
The club submitted an SEAI grant application through Louth Co. Co./Louth Energy
Sustainable Energy Community, receiving 50%
funding for the project. The club contributed
the remaining balance through a seven-year
loan paid by savings on their reduced energy
spend.
Clan na Gael is one of three mentoring clubs
selected, due to their significant existing work
and plans in the field of sustainability, to
participate in Phase One of the Green Club
Programme, along with Mullingar Shamrocks,
Westmeath, and Culloville Blues, Armagh. A
Green Club Working Group, involving representation from all stakeholders, is overseeing the
implementation of Phase One of the project.
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Uachtarán Chumann Lúthchleas Gael John Horan, right, with Uachtarán Tofa Chumann Lúthchleas Gael Larry McCarthy during the GAA Annual
Congress 2020 at Croke Park in Dublin.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach/Sportsfile.

Larry McCarthy wants GAA to
‘recalibrate our spending’ back to
incoming GAA president told delegates at the annual
grassroots The
Connacht GAA convention that he supported measures
By JOHN FALLON
Media West (Ireland)

I

NCOMING GAA president Larry
McCarthy has backed calls to curb the
amount of money spent on inter-county
teams and redirect it towards grassroot
players.
McCarthy told delegates at the annual
Connacht GAA convention that he
supported measures suggested by the
province’s secretary John Prenty who
wants limits placed on the amount spent
on inter-county sides.
Prenty has called for county squads to
be restricted to three sessions a week,
including a game, and that backroom
teams be capped at 12 people. He also
wants county squads restricted to 32 players with expenses paid centrally by Croke
Park.
Prenty, who has labelled the level of
spending on county teams ‘a runaway
train’, said lessons can be learned from
the impact of Covid-19.

suggested by the province’s secretary John Prenty who wants
limits placed on the amount spent on intercounty sides.
Last year team expenses nationally
came in at just under €19m compared to
almost €30m in 2019 and incoming president McCarthy told delegates at Thursday
night's virtual Connacht convention that he
supports such measures.
“For many years John Prenty has been
making the sensible comment about
cutting our cloth to suit our measure,” said
McCarthy, speaking from his home in New
Jersey before he relocates to Ireland in
the coming weeks to succeed John Horan
as GAA president.
“And he has made a number of good
suggestions in his report about how we
might reduce the cost particularly of intercounty games and inter-county preparation and what he called reducing the
impact of ‘the runaway train’.
“These are very good baseline
measures, I think. They are a very good
place to start. They will undoubtedly need

to be tweaked but I would encourage you
all, as county officers, in those roles so
that we begin to recalibrate our spending
and recalibrate our spending back
towards, perhaps, the majority of our players rather than the minority of our players,”
added McCarthy.
The convention heard that Covid-19
restrictions resulted in a financial loss of
over €900,000 for the year for the
province. Playing the senior football championship behind closed doors, which
netted €792,000 in 2019, was the biggest
reason while Central Council sponsorship
of €250,000 and TV rights money of
€218,000 were also significant factors.
Meanwhile, John Murphy became the
37th president of the Connacht Council
when he took over from Leitrim’s Gerry
McGovern and is the sixth from Sligo to
hold the office, with his grandfather Jack
Brennan being the first back in the 1940s.
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Charlestown Sarsfields to
remember Colm Horkan
with new development
A smiling Colm Horkan.
Photo: Tommy Eibrand.

By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

I

N MEMORY of our late friend and
clubmate, Colm Horkan, Charlestown
Sarsfields GAA Club are today
launching the clubs plans to develop a
new All weather pitch at Fr O’Hara
Park, to be named ‘The Colm Horkan
Memorial Pitch’.
The development, which will include
new community walkways and facility
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upgrades, will provide the club with a
new state of the art, all weather, fully
floodlit, playing pitch, providing fantastic new facilities for his beloved club
and the wider community to enjoy for
years to come.
The project, which will take three
years to complete, will require significant funding and the club will be applying for funding through the various
Sports Capital Programmes and other
national and regional funding streams
as well as seeking support from the
local community and wider diaspora to
complete the project.

As a club and community we are
still struggling to comprehend the
shocking events of Wednesday 17 June
2020 when Colm was cut down in the
prime of his life, doing the job he loved
in the best way he knew how. He
touched the lives of many in the
communities of Charlestown and
beyond, with dignity and regalness
characterising his every action and
deed. He loved his town and this was
the place where many great friendships
and bonds were moulded.
Colm, who would have celebrated
his 50th birthday on Sunday 13 Decem-
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ber, loved his football and served
Charlestown Sarsfields with distinction
over the course of a long, stellar and
star-studded career. He donned the
green and white jersey with honour and
excellence and Fr O’Hara took centre
stage in many of our finest successes
in a career that saw him reach some
marvellous heights. He played with
courage, intelligence and intensity and
brought tremendous passion to the
fields of play, with O’Hara Park his
domain and the scene of many of his
greatest performances as he inspired
his team and led from the front at all

times. His quality and sheer class will
forever remain intact as his kindness,
modesty and heroism will stay etched
in our memories and consciousness
for many a long day.
Commenting on the launch of the
project, Liam Breheny, Chairman,
Charlestown Sarsfields GAA Club said:
‘As a club we have been touched by the
hundreds of messages and support
received since the tragic passing of our
clubmate and friend. The goodwill
being shown and the offers of support
from people, both locally, nationally
and from the diaspora around the world

for this project has been heartwarming
and the development of the new pitch
and community walkways in his honour
will be a fitting legacy for the great man
and a facility for the community to
enjoy for generations to come – something I know he would be immensely
proud of’.
The club have launched a new
website to support this project
and for more information on how
you can donate to the project
please visit www.colmhorkanmemorialpitch.com
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T

HE definitive GAA sports series
returns to TG4 this spring for a 19th
series. The hour-long format has
proved a huge success, bringing each
player’s personal stories to screen. This
series features twelve Laochra with
genuine star quality and reveals deeper,
fresh and sometimes unexpected insights
into the lives of these icons. While their
sporting careers continue to provide the
backdrop to the story, the series travels
well beyond the four white lines. Gripping
personal storylines will compel viewers to
travel towards territory unique to the GAA
television landscape.

TG4’s Laochra Gael
features Connacht
greats

Thérèse Maher
The series continues with the story of
Thérèse Maher. The eighth of 11 children
from a famous hurling family, Thérèse
stood out from a very young age. She
made her Galway debut at just 16, and it
seemed that she was destined for
success. But the win on the big day
eluded her and Thérèse lost five All
Ireland Finals. On top of this, she lost both
her mother and her father during this time.
And so, there was widespread jubilation
when, on All Ireland Final Day in 2013, in
her last ever game, Thérèse Maher
fulfilled her destiny.
Director: Sarah McCoy. Participants:
Thérèse Maher; David Donohue; Imelda
Dolan; Tony Ward; Sharon Glynn; Máire
Treasa Ní Cheallaigh; Daragh Ó Conchúir;
Fiona O’Driscoll; PJ Molloy

Shane Curran
Shane turned his back on a lucrative
soccer career, and so Gaelic Football
followers got to enjoy one of the games
great characters. Whether he was causing
chaos as with a controversial penalty or
literally spilling his own blood as Roscommon captain, you couldn’t keep your eyes
off “Cake”. Behind the antics was a deadly
serious competitor, the prototype of the
modern playmaking goalkeeper, who
warmed the hearts of the nation when he
finally won his All Ireland medal with his
club at the age of 40.
Director: Jimmy Duggan. Participants:
Shane Curran; Sharon Curran; Abby
Curran; Lauren Curran; Frankie Dolan;
David Brady; Seán Óg de Paor; Tommy
Carr; Tomás Ó Flatharta; Gareth Scahill;
Danny Burke; Tom Flynn.

Dermot Earley
Laochra Gael continues with the story
of Dermot Earley. Named after his
legendary father, Dermot was determined
to make a name for himself. He did just
that when he was at the heart of Kildare
historic 1998 campaign while still in his
teens. Sadly, that would be the highpoint
of his football career. In the following years
he suffered dreadful injuries, he fought a
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cancer battle, and in 2010 he was dealt a
severe blow with the death of his father.
Throughout it all Dermot continued to
battle with determination and bravery for
his county, and for his family.
Director: Fintan Walsh. Participants:
Dermot Earley; Jenny Earley; John Doyle ;
Kieran McGeeney; Mary Earley; Noelle
Earley; Seán Óg de Paor; Tomás Ó
Flatharta; Tomás Ó Sé; Vincent Hogan.
The series will then break and return in
March with another six incredible stories
including: Kilkenny’s Eoin Larkin, Pete
McGrath tells of how they brought Sam
back across the border to Down, Briege
Corkery won an incredible 18 All Ireland
medals with Cork. Bernard Flynn sacrificed his body as he spearheaded the
great Meath footballers of the 1980s. Seán
Cavanagh, endured as the heart of Tyrone
through serious injury, public castigation
and tragedy . And Liam Griffin who came
from nowhere to become the unlikely
saviour of Wexford hurling.
Ahead of the new Laochra Gael Series
Uachtarán CLG, John Horan said: "I am
delighted to see the success of the
Laochra Gael series continuing and for
another batch of worthy heroes to be
recognised. The history of the GAA has

been blessed by some inspirational figures
who have helped shape the games that
are so popular today and mean so much
to so many. This series gives us a chance
to again salute that contribution. Congrats
to all involved."
TG4's Head of Sport, Rónán Ó Coisdealbha said: "TG4 is very proud to be
broadcasting another great series of
Laochra Gael which marks the great
achievements and stories that our Gaelic
Games legends have to tell. This is the
beginning of the nineteenth series of
Laochra Gael which aired on TG4 for the
first time in 2001 and it has continued as a
long standing and popular part of our
schedule bringing these amazing stories
to viewers in Ireland and all over the
world. I wish to thank all the participants
who took part, their families, Nemeton TV,
GAA, LGFA, Camogie Association and
everyone in the extended Gaelic Games
family for all their assistance in making
this series happen in such a challenging
year."
The series is produced by NemetonTV,
the independent production company from
An Rinn in the Waterford Gaeltacht which
has produced much of TG4’s acclaimed
sports coverage.
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Mayo GAA suspend ‘Croker 3’
By MIKE FINNERTY
Mayo News

T

HREE members of the Mayo
senior football squad backroom team have each been
suspended for three months
because they entered Croke
Park for last December’s AllIreland Final without official
accreditation.
Mayo GAA confirmed
the news last weekend
while they also stated that
‘these individuals
attended the game without the knowledge’ of
Mayo manager James
Horan or County Board
officers.
In a statement
released on Saturday,
Mayo GAA did not
name the three people
who have been disciplined,
but The Mayo News has
confirmed that all three were
members of Mayo’s ‘support team’ in
2020.
The Mayo News understands that
Croke Park officials had detected the nonaccredited trio entering Croke Park without
permission on CCTV before the All-Ireland
Final on Saturday, December 19 and had
subsequently requested an explanation
from Mayo GAA chiefs.
Under GAA rules drafted due to Covid19 restrictions, competing teams were
allowed to grant access to a total of 40
personnel on match days; their 26-man
playing squads, along with 12 backroom
members, plus two county board officers.
However, for both the All-Ireland hurling and football deciders, as well as the
football semi-finals, additional panel
members were cleared by the Department
of Sport, in consultation with the GAA and
other sporting organisations, to be present
on match day.

Mayo manager James Horan was unaware
that three members of his backroom team
entered December’s All-Ireland final at Croke
Park without accreditation.
Photo: Eóin Noonan/Sportsfile.

For the All-Ireland football final, all
members of the extended Mayo playing
squad were in attendance at Croke Park.
But the number of backroom members
permitted remained unchanged.
The Mayo News understands that on
reviewing CCTV footage from one particular area of the stadium, Croke Park officials were able to make a clear case to
Mayo that the GAA’s Covid-19 regulations
around access to the ground had been
broken.
Mayo GAA published a statement on
their website last Saturday morning,
confirming that the matter had been
reviewed, admitting that there had been a
breach, and explaining the disciplinary
measures that had been taken.
“Mayo GAA has examined the issue of

the presence of unaccredited backroom
team members at last month’s All-Ireland
Football final,” the statement began.
“Following a review process, all unaccredited members of the backroom team
admitted their mistake, apologised
sincerely for their actions and have been
suspended for three months.
“These individuals attended the game
without the knowledge of the County
Board’s officers and the team
manager.
“Mayo GAA would like to place
on record their commitment to the
GAA and the Government’s Covid
guidelines, all of which are in place
for the safety and well-being of
our players, members and the
wider community.”
The respective suspensions
for the three backroom team
members will start at the
beginning of the official intercounty season; teams are
due to return to official,
collective training at the end
of this month while the
National League is provisionally scheduled to commence
on the weekend of February 27/28.
However, this could now to be closer to
mid-March due to rising Covid-19
numbers.
The Connacht championship is due to
start in mid-April, but could also now be
pushed back.
Regardless, the suspended trio look
set to miss being involved in the Mayo setup for at least 50 percent of the 2021 intercounty season were Mayo to qualify for
the All-Ireland senior final on the weekend
of July 17/18.
A Mayo GAA spokesperson confirmed
to The Mayo News yesterday (Monday)
that the three-month bans ‘precludes
those individuals suspended from all GAA
activity during their suspension period’.
As a result, James Horan will now
need to look at drafting in replacements
for some or all of the backroom team
members affected.
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Mayo sextet call time on
Donal Vaughan

Tom Parsons
David Clarke
By COLM GANNON, Mayo Advertiser
and MIKE FINNERTY, Mayo News

T

HERE has been an outpouring of gratitude
for a number of Mayo players who have
recently announced their retirement
from the inter-county game.
On Sunday 3 January, Donal Vaughan was
the first of the players to announce his departure from the scene. This was followed on
Monday by David Clarke, then on Tuesday by
Tom Parsons and on Wednesday by Seamus
O'Shea.
Vaughan made his debut for Mayo in 2009
and played 117 scoring 3-41 times for the
county with 58 of those in the championship,
he won seven Connacht titles and on National
League as a senior, along with two U21
Connacht titles. His first championship game
was against New York in 2009 with his final
championship outing coming against Dublin in
the 2019 All Ireland semi-final.
The Castlebar Mitchels man said: "It is with
a heavy heart that I have come to the decision
that the time is now right to hang up my boots.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
the army of Mayo fans for all of their support
over the years – especially to those who took
the time to send me cards, letters and
messages.
"I would like to thank all of my current and
previous management, medical, county board
officers and support teams who have helped
me over the years. I would also like to thank all
of the people who helped to develop me as a
footballer from an early age."
He also added: "To my fellow teammates
who I have soldiered with over the last twelve
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years, it has been an honour and a privilege to
wear the green and red alongside you with
pride, men of outstanding character and
relentless drive. Finally, I would like to
acknowledge how tough a year this has been
for everybody. Stay strong and stay safe. Maigh
Eo Abú."
David Clarke had an astonishing two
decades representing the county at senior
level. During that time he played 133 times for
the county, 56 of those in championship games.
During that stint he won eight Connacht senior
titles, two National Football Leagues and was
twice an All Star along with three Connacht U21
titles and an All-Ireland club medal with
Ballina Stephenites in 2005.
Speaking about his decision, Clarke said: "I
have decided it is the right time for me to step
away from the Mayo Senior Football team. I
have lived my dream and taken so much from
the experience.
"I want to thank all of my past managers,
coaches, medical staff and county board officials, from when I was U16, minor, U21 and
senior. I’d like to give a special mention to my
goalkeeper coaches Eugene Lavin, Peter Burke
and Tom Higgins, who helped bring out the best
in me.
"I’m grateful to my club, Ballina Stephenites, their coaches and my school teachers who
helped me develop as a player and to love the
game."
He also added: "To the Mayo supporters,
thank you for the support, it does make a
difference. Finally, to all the players I have
played with, it was an honour to wear the
jersey with you. I now look forward to giving
more time to my club and returning to being a
Mayo fan again."

Charlestown's Tom Parsons made his last
appearance for Mayo as a sub in their All
Ireland semi-final win over Tipperary last
December. That was his 84th appearance for
the county and his 36th championship game.
He made his debut in 2008 in the league
against Derry. Parsons won three Connacht
titles and on National Football League during
his senior career as well as three Connacht U21
titles along with being an International Rules
player for Ireland.
Parsons said: "It’s time to say goodbye and
announce my retirement from Mayo football.
Since 2008, it has been a privilege to play for
Mayo and our amazing Gaelic games. It has
been a journey that has filled my life with joy,
passion, some-heartache, resilience and meaning. An experience that I’ll cherish forever.
"To teammates past and present, it’s been
an honour to battle alongside you, your nevergive-in attitude for our county and the game is
infectious – all I can say is Respect.
"To the GAA community, county boards,
coaches, management and backroom teams,
thank you for every ounce of support and
encouragement along the way, you give so
much for the development of others, that is
what life is all about.
"I’ll be forever grateful to my club,
Charlestown Sarsfields’, who inspired and
helped me grow as a player from grassroots to
the current day and to the GPA for their continued support on and off the pitch."
He concluded by saying: "To the resilient
people of Mayo, I can still hear your voices ringing in my ears from the stands of McHale Park
to Croker, you are what make our games
special. It’s been an absolute honour to represent you. Maigh Eo Abu."
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dedicated county service
Seamus O’Shea

Chris Barrett

On Wednesday, Seamus O'Shea became the
fourth player to announce his retirement from
the Mayo set up. O'Shea played for Mayo for 13
years, making his debut against Derry in 2008
in the league and made his championship
debut in 2010 against Sligo. In all, the Breaffy
man played 96 times for Mayo, with 51 of those
coming in the championship.
He finished up his inter-county career with
seven Connacht senior titles, one national football league and an All Ireland u21 winner's
medal from 2006.
In his retirement statement O'Shea said:
"After 13 years, I would like to announce my
retirement from the Mayo senior football
team.
"I'm hugely grateful to everyone who has
supported me throughout my career. I would
like to thank my family and friends for their
constant support and encouragement as well
as my club Breaffy for nurturing my development.
"I would also like to thank all of my former
teammates, management teams, coaches,
medical staff, supporters and everyone who
has been involved in this journey.
"I consider myself incredibly fortunate to
have played for Mayo alongside an extraordinary group of players. I'm thankful that I've
had the opportunity to do it for so long and I've
loved every minute of it. Mayo football is in
good hands and I look forward to watching my
former teammates compete and win over the
coming years."
And later in the month, Chris Barrett
became the fifth Mayo senior player to retire at
the age of 33.
Dedicated, determined and driven. Tough,
tenacious and tight-marking.

Chris Barrett was all of those things as a
Mayo footballer and so much more besides.
He was also resilient, talented, and totally
committed to being the best he could be.
The fact that he leaves the inter-county
stage after 13 action-packed seasons with
seven Connacht senior championship titles, a
National League medal, and an All Star award
is ample evidence of a long and fruitful career.
Not to mention an All-Ireland U21 medal
from 2006 when he was just out of minor and
the honour of representing Ireland against
Australia in the International Rules series 11
years later. Plus, he started five All-Ireland
senior finals, including the 2016 replay.
As you may have gathered, Barrett went as
hard as he could for as long as he could.
We were there when he first played senior
championship football for Mayo in late June of
2010 at Pearse Park. On that infamous evening
when Longford stunned their high-profile visitors and dumped them out of the All-Ireland
series.
And we were there a month ago when he
lined out for Mayo for the 85th (and last) time
in the All-Ireland Final defeat to Dublin. We
didn’t know it at the time, but the 33 year-old
was about to bow out after another fine biggame performance — having consolidated his
reputation as a first-class man-marker and a
man that Mayo could always depend on.
Meanwhile, Keith Higgins became the latest
in a line of Mayo footballers to announce his
retirement from inter-county football.
The Ballyhaunis club man made his
announcement on Twitter, saying in a short
statement: "The time has come to step away.
It’s been an unbelievable journey and an absolute privilege. Thank you." The Mayo GAA

Keith Higgins

County Board issued a statement saying he had
informed them of his intention to step away
from the senior inter-county footballers.
However, Higgins, who is a dual player and
has soldiered with Mayo hurlers alongside his
football commitments, hasn't said that he is
leaving the small ball game.
As recently as last winter, Higgins put in a
man-of-the-match performance for Ballyhaunis in the senior county hurling final and will
be a welcome full-time addition to Derek
Walsh's senior hurlers for the upcoming season
as they look to make their way out of the Nicky
Rackard Cup.
As a footballer, Higgins was regarded as one
of the best defenders in the game, with the 35year-old making his senior inter-county debut
in 2005 against Dublin in the National Football
League and his last appearance coming in last
year's Connacht Senior Football Championship
Final. He made 75 championship appearances
for the football team during his long run in the
side.
In 2006 he was captain of the Mayo u21 football team that won the All Ireland u21 championship, beating Cork in the final in Ennis - he
was also named the All Star Young Footballer
of the Year that season.
Higgins won four All Stars during his time
with Mayo and the Mayo senior footballers
along with eight Connacht Senior Football
Championships and a National Football League
winners medal.
Mayo GAA Chairman, Liam Moffatt said in a
statement: "Mayo GAA would like to sincerely
thank Keith for his immense contribution and
commitment to Mayo GAA throughout his
distinguished playing career. We wish Keith all
the best in 2021 and beyond."
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Mayo clinch new sponsorship
deal with Portwest
M

AYO GAA are delighted to
announce Portwest, one of the
fastest growing workwear companies in the world as our latest commercial
partner. This five year contract will mean
we will see the Portwest logo on the back
of all Mayo GAA football and hurling
jerseys for the commencement of the
2021 season.
The new sponsorship agreement was
ratified at a recent online County Board
meeting.

Liam Moffatt, Cathaoirleach, Coiste Chontae
Mhaigh Eo

Liam Moffatt, Cathaoirleach, Coiste
Chontae Mhaigh Eo said: I am
delighted to be able to announce
Portwest as the latest commercial part-
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ner of Mayo GAA. They are one of the
world’s leading manufacturers of workwear, safety wear and PPE and we are
grateful for their support to Mayo GAA.
“Portwest is a hugely successful Mayo
company with a global reach. They are
outstanding supporters of GAA at local
level and it is great to see a company with
such vast local roots investing in Mayo
GAA. It is an exciting sponsorship for both
parties and I have no doubt when it is safe
for games to resume we will really see the
benefits of this agreement.”
Cathal Hughes, Chairman of the
Portwest Group said: “We are thrilled to be
sponsoring Mayo GAA this season.
Portwest has been a longstanding supporter of the

GAA, sponsoring clubs and events at various levels over the years. It is a great step
for us, as a proud Mayo company, to now
partner with Mayo GAA and see the
Portwest name displayed on the back of
the Mayo jersey.
“Mayo GAA have given enormous
entertainment to people, especially over
these past difficult few months and we
have no doubt that they will continue to do
so. They have a fantastic group of players
and a huge number of volunteers throughout the county who do great work at grassroots level. We are happy to be able to
support them in their efforts.
“As many people know, our global
headquarters is based here in Westport.
We currently employ over 300 people
locally and we are in the process of
recruiting an additional 40 staff members
and I know many of them will be
delighted to hear the news as avid Mayo
supporters. We look forward to developing
this partnership over the coming years.”
Portwest designs, manufactures and
distributes personal protective equipment,
workwear and outdoor leisurewear sold in
more than 130 countries throughout the
world. Founded in 1904, the family business is headquartered in Westport, Co.
Mayo and run brothers Cathal, Owen and
Harry Hughes.
Portwest is the world’s fastest growing
safety company and turnover is expected
to rise by 20 per cent this year. Portwest
currently employs over 4,500 staff worldwide.

Ryan O'Donoghue of Mayo during the GAA
Football All-Ireland Senior Championship
Final match against Dublin.
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Roscommon champions
St Brigid’s reappoint
senior manager
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

B

ENNY O’Brien has been reappointed as manager of the
St Brigid’s senior football team for the 2021 season.

“We’re delighted to confirm that Benny O’Brien and his
management team will once again be in charge of our senior
team for 2021,” the South Roscommon club said on a recent
social media update.
“When Benny took over the reins last year, he had been
ratified as manager for a two-year term. Wishing all the very
best in their defence of the senior title.”
Mr O’Brien led St Brigid’s to win the Fahey Cup last
year, when the Kiltoom club defeated 2019 champions
Padraig Pearses in the county final.
The Brideswell native was also part of the St Brigid’s
management team for the 2013 All-Ireland club
success.
St Brigids manager Benny O'Brien will take charge
of the Roscommon champions again in 2021.
Photo: Harry Murphy/Sportsfile.

Poacher joins Cunningham
in Roscommon

A

NTHONY Cunningham has strengthened Roscommon's backroom team for the
coming year with the news that former Carlow coach Steven Poacher is to join
his management team.
The Down native made a big impact with Carlow under manager Turlough O'Brien
as they won promotion from Division 4 for the first time in 2018 and went on to reach
the Leinster semi-final, also defeating Leitrim in the All-Ireland Qualifiers in 2017.
In a statement, Roscommon GAA said "Steven Poacher has joined the Roscommon
Senior Football coaching team for 2021. The Down man who joined Carlow GAA in
2017 will bring vast experience to Anthony Cunningham's backroom team.
"Anthony Cunningham said this evening 'I am delighted to welcome Steven on board
and we look forward to working with him to strengthen our team in 2021.'
"Also joining as a Performance GDA (Games Development Administrator )will be Gary
Flannery. Gary is a Sport Scientist/Strength & Conditioning Specialist with an in-depth
knowledge of exercise physiology, human anatomy, bio-mechanics and athletic performance.
"Roscommon GAA would like to welcome both Steven and Gary and wish
them the best of luck."
Former Carlow trainer and selector Steven Poacher has joined Roscommon
management team under the leadership of Anthony Cunningham. Pictured here
in 2018 celebrating with Carlow manager Turlough O'Brien after the Leinster
championship win over Kildare.
Photo: Matt Browne/Sportsfile.
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Taylor back
in the game with
Roscommon club
Former Sligo manager and player Paul Taylor will take charge of
Roscommon club Kilmore in 2021.
Photo: Damien Eagers / SPORTSFILE.

K

By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

ILMORE GAA Club has unveiled a
high-profile managerial appointment,
with the confirmation of former Sligo
boss Paul Taylor as the club’s intermediate football manager for 2021.
The former marquee forward with
Eastern Harps and Sligo was appointed
manager of the Yeats County’s senior
footballers in 2018. He stepped down
in November 2020, soon after Sligo
were unable to field a team for their
Connacht semi-final against Galway
owing to a number of Covid cases
within their squad.
Taylor has now thrown his
lot in with Kilmore and will
replace Cian Smith who was
taken up the reins in Boyle.

“Kilmore GAA are delighted to confirm
the appointment of former Sligo player and
manager Paul Taylor as the new manager
of our intermediate team.
“Paul brings with him great experience
in both playing and management.
“We wish Paul the very best of luck,”
said Kilmore GAA Club on Saturday
evening.
Taylor will be trying to guide Kilmore to
intermediate football championship glory
for the first time since 2016, but faces
strong competition from the likes of St.
Faithleach’s, Fuerty and last year’s beaten
finalists St. Dominic’s in what is sure to be
a fiercely competitive championship later
this year.

Former Galway forward Donnellan
takes control at Glaveys
By Ian Cooney Roscommon Herald
FORMER Galway senior footballer John
Donnellan will be part of the Michael
Glaveys senior football management team
for 2021.
The All-Ireland winner with the Tribesmen from 2001 will team up with former
Glaveys player Eugene Coggins who will
be manager of the
Ballinlough-based side
this season.
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The Dunmore native, who has also
managed Western Gaels and the Galway
minor footballer, will train the team.
Michael Glaveys reached the quarterfinals of last year’s senior football championship where they were beaten by eventual
champions St. Brigid’s.

Former Galway minor manager John Donnellan
will manage Michael Glaveys in the Roscommon
championship in 2021.
Photo: Stephen McCarthy / SPORTSFILE.
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No retirements from Rossie camp

R

OSCOMMON senior manager
Anthony Cunningham has
confirmed that everyone is on board
for the 2021 season, whenever it gets
underway.
With a spate of retirements in other
counties announced in recent days, the
Roscommon boss expects to have everyone, subject to injuries, available this year.
Like other counties, Roscommon were
due to return to training next week in
preparation for the new season, but that
date has been pushed back to February at
the earliest.
Roscommon will compete in Division
One South of this year’s regionalised NFL
alongside Dublin, Kerry and Galway.
The draw for this year’s Connacht
championship has yet to be made.

Roscommon manager Anthony Cunningham with
Roscommon player Colin Compton following a 2019 AllIreland Super 8s game.
Photo: Matt Browne/Sportsfile.

Donie Shine calls
time on football
career

Donie Shine has retired from football. Pictured
here at the end of the 2011 Connacht semi-final
against Leitrim. Photo: David Maher / SPORTSFILE.

By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

D

ONIE Shine has confirmed his
retirement from a glittering Gaelic
football career for both club and
county.
The Clann na nGael player was a key
part of the all-conquering Roscommon
minor football team that captured AllIreland championship honours in 2006,
before going on to win Connacht U-21 and
senior medals with the Rossies in 2010.
Shine was Man of the Match in the
provincial decider against Sligo in Castlebar, kicking 0-10, including the winning
point.
At club level, he captained Clann na
nGael to its 21st county title in 2018,
having also played a leading role in the
Fahey Cup triumph against Pádraig
Pearses three years earlier — the club’s
first since 1996.
He also won the club’s Player of the
Year award five times. His last appearance for the club was in Clann’s narrow
county semi-final defeat against Pearses
in September when he came off the bench
and almost single-handedly turned the
match in his side’s favour.

In a statement Clann na nGael
said that Shine had brought his
illustrious playing career to an end
“due to ongoing injury concerns”.
“Donie enjoyed a glittering
playing career for both club and
county. He was instrumental in
the Roscommon minors claiming
the All-Ireland title in 2006.
“Donie also won two
Connacht titles and will always
be remembered for his Man of
the Match performance in the
2010 final against Sligo.
“Donie had some memorable performances in the
Clann jersey, culminating with
captaining the club to our
21st county title in 2018.
Donie also won the club’s
Player of the Year award a
record five times, which
speaks volumes of the excellence of his displays during
his career.
“Donie was one of the
greatest ever players to
wear the Clann colours
and everyone in Clann
GAA wishes him the
very best in the future,”
read the statement.
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Longford native wins Club
Rossie’s London apartment draw

A

N impressive €906,500 was raised
for the development of GAA facilities in Roscommon as part of their
www.winahomeinlondon.com fundraiser.
On Wednesday 30 December 2020, in
a socially distanced draw independently
observed by PwC and broadcast live on
Facebook, Mary Dinnegan, from Ballymahon in Longford won a Ballymore apartment in London City Island worth
£695,000.
The fundraiser, organised by Club
Rossie, the voluntary commercial and
fundraising arm of Roscommon GAA, was
launched in December 2019 and
concluded tonight following a particularly
challenging year against a backdrop of the
global health pandemic brought about by
Covid-19. Speaking on behalf of Roscommon GAA, Brian Carroll, Chairman of
Roscommon GAA said: “Congratulations
to Mary Dinnegan on winning this year’s
incredible top prize of a luxury home in
London. Thank you, and all our entrants,
for supporting Roscommon GAA.This is a
fantastic result for Roscommon GAA.
“Delivering over €905,000 profit to
Roscommon GAA in the middle of a global
pandemic is a massive credit to our Club
Rossie team. Our previous house draw in
2018 which netted over €943k put our
finances in a robust position. This draw is
another boost to our balance sheet and
will support the development the Dermot
Earley Centre of Participation and upgrade
of Dr. Hyde Park.
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“On behalf of everyone at Roscommon
GAA, I would like to sincerely thank everyone who supported this fundraiser, also
would like to thank our fundraising team,
Club Rossie, for their stellar work. I’d also
like to acknowledge the unrelenting
support of Sean Mulryan and the Ballymore team, without whom none of this
would have been possible”.
A gross €2,161,500 was raised with the
following costs:
Discounted purchase of
apartment:
€635,000
Marketing investment:
€246,000
Charity partner contributions: €45,000
Online payment costs:
€39,000
Cash prizes for draw:
€20,000
GB refunds:
€270,000
Following this investment,
Roscommon GAA retain a
profit of
€906,500

Winners
1st prize, apartment in London City
Island: Mary Dinnegan, Longford
(16534)
2nd prize, €5,000 cash:
Racheal Dooley, Dublin (03120)
3rd prize, €1,000 cash:
Paul Young, Kilkenny (21458)
4th prize, €1,000 cash:
Sandra Claxton, Mayo (07386)
5th prize, €1,000 cash:
David Gannon, Roscommon (00646)
6th prize, €1,000 cash:

Hugh Cunniffe, Roscommon (00422)
7th prize, €1,000 cash:
Aidan O’Neill, Dublin (09435)
8th prize, €500 cash:
Deirdre O’Shaughnessy, Roscommon (07653)
9th prize, €500 cash:
Gerry Joyce, Galway (18174)
10th prize, €500 cash:
Tom Brady, Roscommon (01920)
Thank you We are very appreciative of
all the support we received from across
the world and especially from Roscommon
and Ireland. The funds raised through the
Win a Home in London fundraiser will
make a considerable difference to the
future of many young people in Roscommon through the development of vital
sports facilities.
A contribution from the competition
proceeds will also be made to our charity
partners. We will be donating €35,000 to
the London Irish Centre in Camden and
€10,000 to the Mayo Roscommon
Hospice. We are very grateful to Sean
Mulryan and the Ballymore team for all
their support to Roscommon GAA over
many years.
Finally, the fully voluntary Club Rossie
team, who receive no pay or expenses,
deserve a very special mention for their
incredible efforts in raising €3.5 million
over the past seven years including
€943,000 in our 2018 winahouseindublin.com draw.
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Roscommon’s Shane Curley
retires from inter-county hurling

R

OSCOMMON Senior Hurler Shane Curley has
announced his retirement from inter-county competitions.
Shane made his debut in 2003 and he has had a long
and distinguished career over an 18-year period.
During his career, the Four Roads club man won two
National League titles in 2011 and 2019.
Shane was an integral part of the Roscommon
team that participated in the Nicky Rackard Cup
in 2013 and as a result he was named on the
All Star team for that year.
Brian Carroll, Roscommon GAA
County Chairman paid tribute to Shane,
saying: “I would like to thank Shane for
his dedication to Roscommon GAA
over a career that lasted nearly two
decades. He was a fine hurler and a
brilliant role model to all players, both
young and old. I wish him all the best
on his well deserved retirement.”
Four Roads Hurling Club also
wished Shane the best via their
social media platforms.
“The very best of wishes to
clubman Shane Curley on his
retirement from the Roscommon
GAA senior hurling team. He
gave his very best for the team.
An example of hard work and
commitment to all young players, enjoy the break Shane.”

Into the West

Roscommon’s Shane
Curley has called time on
his dedicated 18-year
inter-county career.
Photo: Piaras
Ó Mídheach/ Sportsfile.
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Heartbreak for Leitrim star Aine Tighe as knee injury rules
her out of Women's AFL season for second year in a row
Aine Tighe during a 2016 training
session in the US Olympic Training
Center, in Chula Vista, ahead
of the TG4 Ladies Football
All Star game.
Photo: Brendan Moran /
SPORTSFILE

By JOHN CONNOLLY
Leitrim Observer

D

EVASTATING news emerged
when it was been revealed
that Kiltubrid and Leitrim
Ladies football star Aine Tighe will
miss another season for the Fremantle
Dockers Women's team in the Women's
Australian Football League.
Fremantle announced the news on
Twitter, saying "It's unlikely we'll see
@ainetighe play in 2021" with a heartbroken emoji to accompany the devastating news for Aine that rules her out of
action for a second consecutive
season.
Fremantle statement on the club
website said "Fremantle ruck Aine
Tighe will be out for an extended
period of the 2021 NAB AFL Women’s
season after an arthroscopy last week
revealed a significant medial meniscal
tear in her left knee. Unfortunately the
latest setback comes after the Irish recruit
injured her ACL on the same knee last
summer in a pre-season fixture, which
resulted in her missing the 2020 season.
General manager of football and
performance Joe Brierty said the injury
was clearly very disappointing for Tighe
and Fremantle: "We are devastated for

Aine after the ACL injury she sustained
last year. Everyone was excited about
what Aine would have contributed to our
2021 campaign.
"Aine is very resilient and dedicated,
which was evident last year when she
remained in Australia post-season to use
the club’s facilities to ensure she
completed the best possible ACL rehabilitation. Unfortunately for Aine and the
club, the timing of the injury means it is
unlikely that we’ll see her play in 2021.
"The club will continue to support Aine
through her rehabilitation and we know
that she will do everything to recover as
quickly as possible”.
The timing of the injury could not be
worse for the 28-year-old Kiltubrid woman
who ruptured her anterior cruciate ligament [ACL] on the same knee in her final
pre-season game last January ahead of
her debut season.
Aine, who was home to watch Kiltubrid
Ladies reach the Ladies Senior Championship semi-final, spent much of the year
in Fremantle to speed up the rehabilitation process and was tipped once again
to make a big impact in the upcoming
WAFL season such was her progress.
Aine, who suffered a cruciate injury on
the same knee back in 2018, will stay on
with Fremantle during her recovery from
this heartbreaking injury.

Leitrim Observer's John Connolly receives 2020
Federation of Irish Sport Volunteer Award

L

EITRIM’S GAA reporter John
Connolly has received nationwide
recognition for his dedicated work
with Carrick-on-Shannon Athletics Club.
The Sports Editor at The Leitrim
Observer was recently awarded at the
virtual Federation of Irish Sport Volunteers in Sport awards, proudly supported
by EBS Mortgage Masters.
John, a native of Dublin, has been a
coach at Carrick-on-Shannon Athletics
Club for over 30 years, taking charge of
the teenage athletes at a key time in their
sporting lives.
Carrick has a vibrant and successful
club, at both local national and international level, and this is down to the
coaches at the club, none more so
than John. He has created a fun,
positive, and encouraging environment for hundreds of athletes over
the years and has fostered a lifelong

love of the sport in each and every one.
In a town with no dedicated athletics
facility, John spends his time scouring the
townlands for the most suitable and safe
public areas for the club athletes to train
to the best of their ability. John volunteers
almost every evening of his week and
weekends, to ensure that athletes get a
chance to train. John is currently club
secretary and truly the beating heart of
the club, without him there would be no
teenage members in the club. Nobody in
the region has had a more positive influence on the sporting lives of so many
young people and he will be honoured
this week at the special virtual awards
ceremony.

Leitrim Observer Sports Editor John
Connolly, pictured with the Federation of
Irish Sport Volunteers in Sport award.
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McGovern’s bleak warning as Covid-19
impacts on GAA Club and county finances
By JOHN CONNOLLY
Leitrim Observer

G

ERRY McGovern is not a man
given to hyperbole so when the
long serving GAA official warns of
the consequences facing clubs and county
boards, it is wise to pay heed to his words
as the Cloone man warns of a potential
disaster facing the organisation he has
served for so long.
A sombre financial outlook at this
year’s Leitrim GAA County Board Convention prompted the current Connacht GAA
President and former Leitrim County
Board chairman to chat to the Observer
about the crisis facing the GAA at every
level.
“While Dublin celebrate their historic
six in a row, the wider GAA fraternity face
a financial crisis,” Gerry told the Observer,
“As this is the time, when Clubs plan their
programme’s for the year ahead, a time
when they appoint their team management and backroom teams, it is vital that
we take cognisance of their financial situation.
“They say that money is the root of all
evil, unfortunately for the GAA it is the lack
of finance that is going to be the biggest
headache for our National organisation at
all levels. The ravages of Covid 19 have a
trail of financial disaster for GAA at Club,
County Provincial and National level.”
Big headlines about organisations
losing millions and revenues being lost
give you the big picture but Gerry worries
about the impact at a much lower level,
the impact on clubs struggling to survive!
“The financial consequences of the
Covid pandemic has denied GAA clubs,
and indeed County Boards of all avenues
of fundraising, whether it be gate receipts,
the weekly lotto draw, the sale of yearly
tickets or any of the various novelty
fundraising that have kept GAA club afloat
in the past.
“Quite a number of GAA Clubs will
have difficulty in finding the necessary
funds to affiliate their respective teams in
the present situation,” warns the long serving official.
And it is not a situation Gerry sees
improving in the short term: “With the
present Covid restrictions, and the
possibility of further restrictions,
GAA clubs or County Boards
cannot realistically expect
the same level of sponsorship that they have
enjoyed in the past.
“During the early

stages of Covid 19 restrictions in 2020, all
GAA activity came to a halt, and there was
serious doubt about whether we would
have any GAA activity at all in 2020. Were
it not for Government funding, we would
certainly not have an All-Ireland Series,
and doubts would be cast over the running
of internal County competitions as well.
“While this Government funding has
been a life blood to the GAA activities, we
certainly cannot be guaranteed that this
funding will be available for the year
ahead, and if it is not available, it will put
question marks over whether we can have
any form of GAA activity at all.”
The financial impact on Croke Park
means that clubs and counties cannot
expect GAA headquarters to bail them out:
“Expectations of funding from Croke Park
is ill advised because the projected losses
for the Association for 2020 is in the region
of €35 million and if the restrictions
continue, which they are likely to, losses to
the National association could be even
greater.
“The GAA nationally is not in a position
to fund any developments at any level and
this in effect will have huge complications
for all GAA activities throughout the
Country.”
The Provincial President also
called on the Government to
continue their funding but
warned that the Association
face a bleak future if funding
does not become available:
“Government and GAA funding kept the pulse beating
during 2020 and if this is not
available in the year ahead,
we are looking at a very
bleak future for
the association

in the year ahead.
“The provision of Gaelic games is so
vitality important to the fabric of rural
Ireland, and we all saw that during the
recent lockdown, so it is now more important that Government funding is made
available so we can all enjoy our Calendar
of Gaelic games at all levels.”
McGovern concludes by urging clubs
and County Boards to ensure that all
aspects of expenditure is examined to
ensure that they are not spending money
they simply do not have: “Never before do
we need to scrutinise our expenditure in
the minutest detail.
“Like never before, all aspects of
expenditure on GAA activities need to
carefully scrutinised and vigilantly applied
only to what is vitally necessary, because
if you spend what you haven’t got or likely
to get you will accumulate a financial crisis
further down the road that nobody will
want to be associated with, and this will
have major consequence for our great
organisation.”
Wise words and words to act on now.

Connacht GAA President
Gerry McGovern during
the GAA Annual
Congress 2020 at
Croke Park in
Dublin.
Photo: Piaras Ó
Mídheach/ Sportsfile
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Two Cannings back in
the Galway hurling squad
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

J

OE Canning’s nephew has been
drafted into the Galway hurling squad
for 2021 with manager Shane O’Neill
making seven changes as they get ready
for the new season.
Jack Canning scored 2-2 and was
man of the match when Galway defeated
Cork in the 2017 All-Ireland minor final
on a day when his uncle Joe finally won
a senior medal.
Jack Canning played with the
Galway U-21s in 2018 but then moved
to Australia to pursue a rugby career
with Northern Suburbs Rugby Club in
Sydney, having previously helped
Cistercian College, Roscrea, reach
the Leinster schools senior cup final.
Canning returned home from
Australia last year and featured for
Portumna in the Galway senior hurling championship and has been
drafted into the county senior squad
where he will link up with 33-year old
uncle Joe.
Another member of
that victorious minor team
in 2017, Daniel Loftus from
Turloughmore, will join his
brother Sean in the squad.
Castlegar’s Sean
Neary, who captained
Galway to the 2018 AllIreland minor title at
centre-back , has also
been drafted along with
Liam Mellow’s defender
Stephen Barrett and forward Jack
Hastings.
Former Galway U-21 corner-back
Declan Cronin has been rewarded for
some excellent performances for
Cappataggle in the county championship
with a call-up, while Athenry forward
Cian Burke has also been brought in as
O’Neill and his management team
prepare for their second year in charge.
Goalkeeper James Skehill has retired
while others to depart include Eanna
Burke, younger brother of 2017
All-Ireland winning captain
David who has committed for
another season, Paul Killeen,
Jack Grealish, Tadhg Haran,
Kevin Hussey and Ronan Burke,
brother of full-back Daithi.
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Jack Canning (right)
will join his uncle Joe
Canning in the Galway
senior squad for 2021.
Photo: David Fitzgerald/
Sportsfile.
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Galway great Jim Fives
laid to rest
M

ANY people in the west
mourned the sad passing of
Jim Fives, who appeared in
two All-Ireland finals for his adopted
Galway.
A native of Tourin, Waterford, Jim
was at centre half-back for the
Tribesmen hurlers in 1958. Opponents Tipperary were warm
favourites, so much that the attendance at the hurling final was one of
the lowest on record.
Amazingly Galway had made it to
the final without playing a game.
That year the Munster champions
took on their Leinster counterparts
while the Connacht winners engaged
the Ulster kingpins. And in 1958
there was no Ulster championship.
True to form, Tipp romped home on
a 4-9 against 2-5 scoreline.
Three years earlier the men in
maroon also contested the final.
Galway again got a semi final bye
and with Jim Fives lining out a right
corner-back the men in maroon were
out-hurled by the outstanding
Wexford team of that time, 3-13 over
2-8. Nevertheless Jim had an
outstanding hour and gave his
legendary opponent Tim Flood absolutely no leeway.
Following that ‘58 final debacle,
Galway were placed in the Munster
championship for the following
summer, a competition they participated in until 1969.
Jim Fives was a Déise minor in
1947 and old timers will recall how
his club, the minnows from Tourin
and backboned by Jim and his three
brothers overcame the might of
Mount Sion in the Waterford championship of 1950. Indeed there would
have been five Fives playing as
another brother, Maurice was away
from home studying.
Jim made his debut for the Deise
seniors in 1949, just missing out on
Waterford’s inaugural All-Ireland win
the previous autumn and went on to
give five years of outstanding
service to his county.
He captained the team in 1951
with Waterford just bowing out to the
all conquering Tipperary combina-

Jim Fives, RIP

tion by only three points in the
Munster championship.
In 1951 Jim was commissioned a
Lieutenant in the Irish army and was
stationed in Galway. Those journeys
home when Waterford were playing
National Hurling League matches
down in the Deise started to take
their toll and an arduous journey
home often meant a return long after
the midnight hour.
Jim was already playing club
football and hurling in Galway and
an inter-county transfer was also
obtained to the Tribesmen. Thus his
participation in those finals of ‘55
and ‘58.
He had previously lined out for
the Waterford footballers and gained
a Galway senior football championship medal in 1951. His team An
Cheadh Cath, made up of players
from the army barracks in Renmore,
beat St Grellan’s in the county
decider.

Jim Fives retired from the army
with the rank of Colonel and while a
Lieutenant served in the Congo.
On his return from Africa in 1961
and with another job relocation he
switched his GAA allegiances to
Roscommon. A hat trick of Connacht
junior hurling championships
followed with Fives a huge driving
force.
There would be no Celtic Cross
though for the Tourin man. He could
be classed as so unlucky. Just missing out on that Waterford win of 1948
and their re emergence in the late
fifties. And with Waterford and
Galway he was to cross swords with
three of the greatest hurling combinations ever – Tipp of the late
forties/early fifties, Wexford of the
mid fifties and possibly the greatest
Premier team ever which operated in
the late fifties and early sixties.
But the hurling ability and leadership qualities of Jim Fives were
never in doubt. And there were
numerous other awards.
He proudly wore the Railway Cup
jersey of Connacht for a number of
years, appearing in the final of that
tournament in 1955 and 59. Jim was
also chosen for Rest of Ireland
selections and played for this elite
band of hurlers in 1953, ‘54 and ‘59.
And the biggest accolade arrived
in the GAA's Centenary Year of 1984
when Jim Fives was picked on the
Best Ever Team not to win an All
Ireland medal. He was also chosen
as captain.
Going back to the Déise, Jim was
involved with Galway teams who
received heavy beatings from Waterford. In the 1957 All Ireland semi final
and during that first sojourn in the
Munster championship of 59.
His grandnephews Darragh and
Shane Fives are no strangers to
hurling fans while a nephew, Tom
Fives, won an All Ireland U21 medal
in 1992 and was a regular on the
Waterford senior team
Jim Fives passed on to pastures
greener last Thursday, December
17th. He was 91 years of age.
Ar dheis De go raibh a anam.
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Galway defender Bradshaw
retires from county duty
G
ALWAY half-back Gareth Bradshaw has retired from inter-county
football.
The Moycullen man made his senior
debut for the county in 2007 in the NFL
and played in his first GAA Championship
game in 2008 in the opening round of the
Connacht SFC against Roscommon. He
won three Connacht titles and an Allianz
League Division 2 medal in 2017.
“After 14 years playing with Galway,
I’d like to announce my retirement from
inter-county football. A huge thank you
to my parents and family, my partner
Sarah-Jane, friends and teammates
who supported me over the years. It
was a huge honour to play football for my
county. Thank you.” Bradshaw said via
his social media account.
Bradshaw also played football for NUI
Galway and was on the Moycullen team
who claimed their first ever county senior
football title in 2020 beating MountbellewMoylough in the final.
“After taking the time to consider my
future since the end of the 2020 inter-

county season, I have now decided to
retire from playing football for Galway. It’s
been an absolute privilege to represent
the county's flagship football team for 14
years, an honour which I never took for
granted”, said Gareth.

“I would like to express my gratitude to
many, in particular my parents and family,
my partner Sarah-Jane, my club Cumann
Peile Mhaigh Cuilinn and my former
secondary school St. Mary’s College, all of
whom have always supported and encouraged me to pursue my dream of wearing
the maroon and white.
“I would also like to thank all those who
enabled my inter-county career to last for
as long as it did, there are too many to
name individually but you know who you
are and I will always be truly grateful for
your help and support.
“To Padraic, I would like to thank you
for the opportunity and support that you
gave me over the last twelve months in
what was an unprecedented year in 2020
and I wish you and the team the very best
going forward. Furthermore, I would also
like to thank all the previous managers
whom I played under who entrusted me
with the Galway jersey.
“Lastly, but by no means least, I would
like to pay tribute to every one of my
Galway teammates, both past and
present. It was always a pleasure
to play alongside you and I
wish you all the very best for
the future, concluded
Gareth.

Another win in maroon.
Gareth Bradshaw of
Galway celebrates
victory over Monaghan
in 2019, but he has
finished his time as
an inter-county
player ahead of the
2021 season.
Photo:
Daire Brennan/
Sportsfile.

STATEMENT from PADRAIC JOYCE, GALWAY SENIOR FOOTBALL MANAGER:
I AM not sure most people really
understand or appreciate the time,
effort and commitment inter-county
footballers put into their football
careers. Most people just see the
games.
I was a teammate of Gareth 14
years ago in 2007 when he made his
debut for the Galway Senior Football
team. He is an outstanding footballer
and he played every game with real
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passion and drive. He always gave
everything for his club Moycullen and
Galway Football. He sacrificed all he
could in getting his body fit for the
challenges year in year out. Having
managed him last year I could still see
that he was working harder than ever
to help Galway Football. He always
put the team first. We will miss his
presence and personality from the
Galway set up.

On behalf of all involved with the
Galway Senior Football team I would
like to thank Gareth for his commitment and dedication to Galway Football throughout his career and wish
him well with Moycullen defending
their county title in the coming
season. I wish Gareth, all his family
and Sarah-Jane all the best in life.
Gareth is a tremendous individual and
a credit to his family and club.
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Galway stopper Skehill calls it a day

James Skehill in action during the 2018 All-Ireland senior final against Limerick at Croke Park.

G

ALWAY’S James Skehill has
announced his retirement from
inter-county hurling at the age of
32. The Cappataggle man made his senior
debut for the county in 2007 against
Tipperary in the national league. He won
three Leinster titles, two national league
crowns and an All-Ireland senior medal in
2017.
“After 14 years playing with Galway, I’d
like to announce my retirement from intercounty hurling. A huge thank you to my

wife Grace, my family, friends and teammates who supported me over the years.
It was a huge honour to play for my
county. Thank you.” he tweeted.
Skehill also won All-Ireland minor,
under-21 and intermediate titles with the
maroon and white as well as a Fitzgibbon
Cup medal with LIT in 2007. He represented Ireland in Hurling-Shinty the same
year.
“I would like to thank James for the
magnificent effort this year. He has been

Photo: Seb Daly/Sportsfile.

an outstanding goalkeeper with a great
career. He showed true selflessness in
imparting his knowledge to the younger
goalkeepers of the group whilst providing
intense competition throughout,” said
Shane O’Neill, Galway Senior Hurling
Manager.
“We would like to thank James for his
fantastic service over the years in all
grades and wish him and his family the
very best,” said Pat Kearney and Paul
Bellew, Galway GAA.

Sarsfields GAA Club’s 20/20 challenge
2020 was a challenging year for all but
Sarsfields GAA Club have finished the
year on a high with a €10,000 donation to
Galway Hospice.
During the month of September, the
whole community got behind the Club’s
20/20 Challenge, their goal to walk, jog,
run, cycle or swim 20,000 kilometers.
Eighteen teams took part in this
fundraiser enjoying activities such as
Sunday morning walks, evening runs and
relay events. They connected with the
Sarsfields community around Ireland and
indeed globally with club members based
in England, Scotland, Wales, Australia,
Dubai, Abu Dhabi, and the United States
getting involved.
Sarsfields GAA Club is extremely grateful to everyone who participated in and
supported this fundraiser which proved a
great success. Together, and with help
from its youngest to oldest members, the
community exceeded their goal and
covered approximately 60,000 kilometres.
As a result, the club was proud to present
a cheque for €10,000 to Galway Hospice

Members of Sarsfields GAA Club present Galway Hospice with their €10,000 donation.

on Thursday 17 December.
Accepting the donation on behalf of
Galway Hospice, Chief Executive Mary
Nash stated: “Galway Hospice were
delighted to be associated with this virtual
fundraiser and are very grateful to have
been selected as one of the beneficiaries
of the funds raised. This innovative

fundraiser showed the commitment of the
local Sarsfields community to do their best
in supporting front line services during the
Covid-19 pandemic. There is a strong
bond between Galway Hospice and the
GAA and we are extremely grateful to local
GAA communities like Sarsfields for their
ongoing support.”
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Boost for revamped Galway
as Cooke returns but All-Star
Burke drops out
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

G

ALWAY football manager Padraic
Joyce will be boosted by the availability of midfielder Peter Cooke for
the new season but he will have to plan
without the county’s only All Star of the
last 17 years.
Ian Burke, a key member of the Corofin
team which won three All-Ireland club titles
in a row 12 months ago, informed Joyce
before Christmas that he would not be
available for 2021.

His selection at corner-forward on the
2018 All Star team was the first award for
the county since Kevin Walsh was
selected at midfield in 2003.
Burke’s Corofin colleagues Gary Sice
and Jason Leonard are also among seven
players who won’t be involved when the
action resumes in the coming months, with
midfielder Fiontán Ó Curraoin and the
versatile Adrian Varley also dropping out.
Another midfielder, Salthill-Knocknacarra’s John Maher, who made his
league debut against Mayo in October, is
concentrating on his studies, while Gareth
Bradshaw has retired.

Photo: Brendan Moran/ Sportsfile.

Galway midfielder Peter
Cooke has been recalled to
the county squad after
his return from
America.
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Speculation in Galway that Tom Flynn
and Eamonn Brannigan might not be
involved is wide of the mark with both
players committed to the new season, as
is the long-serving Gary O’Donnell.
The return of Cooke is a big boost to
Galway. He marked his last outing for
Galway with four points from play from
midfield in the All-Ireland qualifiers loss to
Mayo in Limerick in July 2019 before
moving to the United States for work for a
year.
Cooke’s work for the Salthill-based
tech company TitanHQ took him initially to
New York and then San Diego
and he missed out on
Moycullen’s historic first
ever Galway SFC title in
October.
His work stint in America
has ended and he returned
home before Christmas and
will be available for the new
season.
Manager Joyce, heading
into his second campaign,
will also hope to have centreback John Daly back in the
coming months after the
Mountbellew-Moylough
completes his recovery from
a second serious knee
injury.
And the Galway
management, which remains
unchanged for the new
season with Joyce supported
by John Divilly, John Concannon,
Micheal Ó Domhnaill and Michael
Comer, will be hoping that former captain
Damien Comer enjoys an injury-free
campaign.
The Annaghdown clubman has
been confined to two brief cameo
appearances off the bench against
Mayo in the last two Connacht championships.
Joyce is likely to bolster his squad in
the coming months with members of the
Galway U-20 team which he managed to
the Connacht title in 2019 and more
recently the side managed by Donal Ó
Fatharta which defeated Dublin to win the
All-Ireland U-20 crown before Christmas.
Galway will be in a group with neighbours Roscommon, Kerry and All-Ireland
champions Dublin when the Allianz
League gets under way.
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Forde shows creative streak
to keep busy during lockdown
S

HANE FORDE, Abbeyknockmoy
Hurling Club, Co Galway, age 15
and a Transition Year student in
Clarin College, Athenry, has been busy
during the lockdowns.
He has turned his hobbies into a business and now has a large clientele who
are appreciative of the quick turnaround
and bring their hurls to him for repair.
Along with repairing hurls he refurbishes hurling helmets, returning them to
their former glory thereby allowing their
owners to enjoy looking at them again and
relive all the memories associated with
their old helmet.
He has many intercounty players
amongst his customer base, has a great
reputation, has customers from all over
the country and has a large following of
3300 on Instagram.
He also supplies sliotars and grips and
training gear.
Shane can be contacted via:

Instagram: sf__sports,
Facebook: Shane Forde
Email: sforde110@gmail.com

Abbeyknockmoy clubman Shane Forde
displays some of his handiwork

Before and after as
Shane gets his hands
on a damaged
helmet.

BEFORE

Shane Forde hard at work in
his workshop.

AFTER
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Kieran McDermott
– RIP

S

LIGO GAA is saddened to hear of the passing
of Kieran McDermott who made a fantastic
contribution to our Association throughout
his life.
Kieran was Patron of Sligo GAA, a former Chairperson of the county board (1991-1993) and Central
Council delegate (1996-2009).
Kieran was also a long standing and instrumental member of the Markievicz Park committee.
We extend sympathy to his family and friends.
Ar dheis Dé go raibh a h-anam

Leitrim great Mulligan joins
Sligo club
F
ORMER Leitrim footballer Emlyn
Mulligan will play his club football
with Sligo side St Mary’s in 2021.
Mulligan has made the move from his
native club Melvin Gaels and will link up
with the Sligo town side in the coming
weeks when restrictions on GAA training
are eased nationwide.
Mulligan (33) has been living in Sligo
for some time but, as first reported by
Ocean FM, he has decided to play his
football in his county of residence.
The 2014 Railway Cup winner will link
up with the side that is managed by
former Leitrim star Aidan Rooney, and will
play alongside former and current Sligo
seniors Mark Breheny, Stephen Coen,
Gerard O’Kelly-Lynch, Ryan Feehily and
Paul Kilcoyne.
Mulligan – who played underage
soccer with Sligo Rovers – previous
played four seasons of club football for
Dublin outfit St Brigid’s, but returned to
play with his home club in 2017.
Renowned as one of the county’s most
talented forwards, Mulligan was left out of
Terry Hylamd’s Leitrim squad ahead of
the 2020 season. After a lengthy road
back from a third serious knee injury,
Mulligan had stepped away from the
panel during 2019, and was not recalled
by the manager.
Mulligan was then part of Leitrim’s
minor management team in 2020, but
Benny Guckian’s side were unable to
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New St Mary’s footballer Emlyn Mulligan, pictured after helping Connacht to victory in the 2014
M. Donnelly Interprovincial final against Munster at Tuam Stadium. Photo: Ray Ryan / SPORTSFILE.

reach the provincial final and his and
Mulligan’s term came to an end.
The Kinlough man won a Leitrim title
with Melvin Gales in 2012, but will hope to

help St Mary’s end Tourlestrane’s fiveyear stranglehold on the Sligo senior title,
and claim a first title for the club since
2015.
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Brennan takes charge
of the Sligo Ladies
By EMMA GALLAGHER
Sligo Champion

I

T was recently announced that Anthony
Brennan is the new Sligo ladies
manager.
The vastly experienced Tourlestrane
native, who is father to last year's captain,
Nicola, has been involved in management
since his mid twenties.
He succeeds Micheal Bohan as the
county's manager, the Leitrim man
stepped aside after a year in charge.
Brennan, who has managed a number
of club teams throughout the county, as
well as St Attracta's, Fr Manning Gaels of
Longford, the Sligo men's U16, minor and
U21s and IT Sligo has an impressive
record when it comes to winning ways.
He guided Tourlestrane to 2 Sligo titles,
he oversaw Longford's Fr Manning Gaels
claiming the county Senior championship
and was at the helm when St Attracta's
lifted the All-Ireland Senior B Colleges title
in 2006.
So he certainly knows what it takes to
bring a winning formula to sides.
Brennan told The Sligo Champion that
he is really looking forward to the challenge of being Sligo ladies' manager and
is hopeful 2021 will be a good year for the
Yeats County.
Although he has predominantly
managed men's teams over the years, he
said he is familiar with ladies football here
from going to both club and county
matches for years.
"At the end of the day, the targets are
the same. Obviously, there is a difference,
but it's a learning experience and I am
really looking forward to it."
2020 and Covid-19 brought a lot of
challenges to the Sligo side, with a
number of players not being available and
the Yeats women suffered a number of
heavy losses in their TG4 All-Ireland Intermediate campaign against Laois, Kildare
and Clare.
However, Brennan is not focussing on
2020 and instead is going to rally his
troops for what the New Year brings.
"Look, I suppose with Covid and what
happened in 2020 was that the panel was
limited as there were a lot of players who
were not available and that made things
difficult. I would be hoping, going forward,
that that can be improved on."
He said there may be a perception that

New Sligo Ladies football manager Anthony
Brennan.
Photo: Paul Mohan / SPORTSFILE

Nicola Brennan, Sligo Ladies captain 2020,
whose father Anthony will manage the county
in 2021. Photo: David Fitzgerald/Sportsfile.

this Sligo team are a very young side,
adding that this isn't necessarily the case
as there are a lot of older, experienced
players on the panel too.
As 2021 begins, Covid is still making
things difficult to plan around and the new
manager said it will be depending on what
restrictions are in place on a day to day
basis.
"I'm hoping to have the team out on the
15th of January, that's the first date that
we can get out but as the way things are
going with Covid, that could all change,
but that's what I'm aiming for.
"It the team don't get out then they'll
have to be doing their own individual work
themselves." He said he will be looking to
bring in players too from the various clubs
to the panel this year. "I am hoping to
bring in a few but sometimes players are
not available for various reasons, there
might be an element that they will commit
later on in the year but it's better off building the panel early on.
"I'd be familiar with ladies football here
from going to games for years, both at
club and county level so I would have a
good take on it and be familiar with the
panel and be hoping to add strength to it.
The talent is here in Sligo, there is a good
group of girls no doubt about that. Ladies
football here is quite good and competitive, although we could do with a few more
teams throughout the county.
"The plan is to build for the future,
that's the way I'm looking at it," he said.
Brennan said in terms of his backroom
team, he has one person selected and is
working on adding to it.
Looking back on his career to date, he
says he took up management at a very
young age. "I suppose I would have
managed three teams a year, including IT
Sligo, at club level as well as underage. I
started management in my mid twenties
with club teams and apart from one or 2
years, I've been managing since. I was
involved with the Sligo U16s, minor and
U21 team, Tourlestrane, in Longford,
Curry, Coolaney/Mullinabreena and St
John's, I've got around!," he joked.
Now, he sets himself the new challenge as Sligo ladies boss and is hoping
2021 will be a brighter one. "I suppose in
fairness last year there was enough Gaelic
being played to keep people going in what
was a bad year for everyone. I'm hoping
by mid Summer things will improve, but
we just don't know, but I'm confident about
it and we'll look forward," he added.
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Johnston keen to carry on
Tourlestrane dominance
By EMMA GALLAGHER
Sligo Champion

N

EW Tourlestrane Senior football
manager Kevin Johnson has
described his new role as a 'very
attractive proposition'.
A native of the Eastern Harps club,
Galway-based Johnson brought Ballintubber to two Mayo senior titles in 2018 and
2019 before leaving the helm after the
2020 campaign, which ended with a
defeat to eventual winners Knockmore.
Highly-rated on the coaching scene in
Connacht, he has been extensively
involved at underage level in the Galway
Academy and was also involved with the
Tribesmen's minor side in 2012.
His father, Denis, is also a well-known
coach and manager, having been heavily
involved with Eastern Harps, Sligo and
other sides over the years.
Now, Johnson has taken the decision
to return to a job in his native county with
the all-conquering south Sligo men, who
have amassed five league and championship doubles in a row under the
management of Eamonn O'Hara and
Gerry McGowan.
The managerial duo stepped down late
last year after a period of unprecedented
success.
"David Bailey [club chairperson] rang
me a few weeks ago and I met him for a
conversation and it was very clear from
early on that our vision aligned and we
were very much on the same page, I met
David again and I decided to take on the
new challenge," Johnson, a teacher by
profession, told The Sligo Champion on
how his appointment came about.
"I'm living in Galway a long time but I
would have been very familiar with
Tourlestrane, even growing up knowing a
lot of the Tourlestrane players, especially
during my time in Galway a lot of them
would have lived here during their college
days but in 2018 coming across them in
the Connacht club quarter-final, it gave me
a great insight into the club and the group.
"I saw the potential in the group and
again when David approached me, it was
a very attractive proposition and it's very
clear that the group is a very ambitious
one."
Reflecting on his time with the Mayo
club, Johnson says he enjoyed the experience. He refers to that Connacht battle
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with Tourlestrane in Enniscrone in 2018 –
a game Ballintubber won by a single point,
0-6 to 0-5 – while he has also been
involved with his club in Galway,
Salthill/Knocknacarra.
"I had three years with Ballintubber, I
got involved in 2018," he recalls.
“It was a very enjoyable three years, an
absolutely brilliant club, brilliant group of
players to work with and I learned an awful
lot from the group.
"From my point of view, it was important for the group to get a fresh voice and
three years is a long time.
"It was an opportunity just to step
away, I stepped away there in October
and I had a few months there to recharge
and it's exciting now to do this new chapter.
"I would have got involved in Galway
Academy over ten years ago, I would have
trained up to be a coach and education
tutor with the Galway coach education
group through Connacht GAA and I was
very involved in that for ten or eleven
years with academy teams, and I worked
with the Galway minors in 2012 also."
While reluctant to spell out any particular goals for the year ahead, Johnson is
hopeful that minor improvements in various areas can help sustain Tourlestrane's
success – and perhaps bring them further
in Connacht, where they have failed to
make a major breakthrough despite their
domestic dominance.
"The success has been phenomenal
and the work Eamonn and Gerry have put
into place and the structures," Johnson
says in a doff of the cap to the previous
management team.
"They are a team of a generation and
it's a really good age profile, that's something that really attracted me, the age
profile of the team is really good.
"You're just looking for that little bit of a
bounce from a new manager, it should
freshen things up and it's just about taking
one game at a time, you don't want to ever
look beyond the first round of a Sligo
championship, I know everyone says the
same.
"I think it's just about trying to improve
small things as we go along, I always try
to create the environment where players
can really maximise their potential and
learn and develop as much as possible so
if each player can improve that small bit,
that collective team will improve as well."
On a potential change in approach for
Tourlestrane in terms of how they play the

Sligo native and former Ballintubber manager
Kevin Johnson will take charge of five-in-a-row
Sligo champions Tourlestrane in 2021.
Photo: Ramsey Cardy/Sportsfile.

game under their new boss, Johnson says
he is not a big believer in implementing
one set style.
He says: "I think in the modern game
the best teams don't have a style, I think
they have different styles to adapt to opposition, weather conditions and you look at
what your own strengths are.
"So I don't think it's about coming in
with a specific style, it's about improving
each player individually and ensuring that
all players understand their roles and
responsibilities when it comes to matchday.
"Obviously different styles will work on
different days, the biggest and best teams
around the country can do that, they can
adapt and what I would like to bring to
Tourlestrane as much as possible is being
able to adapt to whatever situation faster
than everyone else."
With his appointment being announced
in December, Johnson has wasted little
time in getting down to business.
He has already met the players – virtu-
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get to know his new charges - something
he places a real importance on.
"I've had a Zoom meeting with the
group, just to introduce and a meet-andgreet and just to outline my own thinking
for the year ahead," he says.
"There's so much happening, there are
so many unknowns but it's just important
that I'm going to look at this as an opportunity for me to get to know players individually first, I'm going to look at this as a
positive really for the next five or six
weeks just to pick up the phone, talk to
players individually, and get to know the
lads first and I think that's really important
for any new manager is to really ensure
you build up those relationships as soon
as possible and get to know the group
better that way."
Indeed, for Johnson and club
managers all around the county, 2021
promises, like 2020, to take on a different
look.
Inter-county action is set to proceed
first, with a split-season calendar of sorts.
From 2022, it looks likely that the GAA will
operate a split-season model, with intercounty and club seasons set to occupy
their own exclusive parts of the year.
On the changes, Johnson offers his
support: "I think it's a real positive development.
"I think that going forward the GAA
looking at the structured calendar is really
important for the club player especially,
you need more structure, I think it's actually going to make club a lot more sustainable in terms of keeping players playing, I
think there'll be a really good opportunity
and it'll be a fantastic opportunity in Sligo
with a new manager to watch and see how
those players will develop and grow, they'll
be coming into the clubs with that new
experience and that'll be very exciting as
well.
"But I think the more structured calendar will really benefit everyone involved
and going forward that's certainly going to
be a lot more attractive to every club
player out there."
Speaking of the new Sligo manager,
Johnson's name was one of those being
linked to the post vacated by a first cousin
of his, Paul Taylor. However, he says the
time was not right for him to pursue the
role, though he states it could be something that interests him further down the
line.
"Obviously managing your own county
is a privilege and an honour for anyone,
but the time has to be right and I felt for
myself it wasn't probably the time, it's
something for the future," he explains.
"I'm just really looking forward to this
new challenge, going back into my home
county, working with a club with high
expectations and ambitions like
Tourlestrane is exciting and that's something I'm really looking forward to."

Mannion to work the
sideline for Sligo hurlers
By EMMA GALLAGHER
Sligo Champion

S

LIGO GAA have announced that
Padraig Mannion has been reappointed as Sligo Hurling
manager for 2021.
The Ballygar native, who guided
the Yeats men to victory in the Allianz
Division 3B final over Leitrim shortly
after taking over, will be joined once
more by his selectors Donal Tully,
Declan Molloy and Darragh Cox.
The former Athleague and Galway
U17 manager said he is very much
looking forward to the new season,
which sees Sligo competing in the
Christy Ring and Division 3A of the
Allianz League.
Sligo had been due to play Derry in
their first-ever Christy Ring appearance in October, but the Yeats men
had to forfeit the match due to a positive Covid-19 case among the panel.
The side then narrowly lost away
to Roscommon in the next fixture.
Mannion told The Sligo Champion
that he is thrilled to be in charge of
the team for 2021.
"I'm delighted, thankfully now it
will be good to get the full year with
them.
"I came in at the end of September,
beginning of October so I only had
them 6 or seven weeks so it was like
pre-season.
"Getting the win in the League final
was the big one and I'm delighted my
backroom team are all staying
together and hopefully there will be
no fights or rows, it's like a marriage
sometimes!," the Galway native
quipped.
He said he's extremely impressed
too with the quality of the Sligo side,
adding that their successes in recent
years speak for themselves.
"The lads are absolutely brilliant,
they are mad for hurling and to see
what they've achieved in recent years,
winning the Lory Meagher and then
the Nicky Rackard and playing in the
Christy Ring now, hopefully we give it
a good go in that next year.
"Although with Covid we still don't
know what is going to happen in
terms of fixtures. They are debating
whether to play club first or county
first so we will have to wait and see.
"I would prefer to see the county

Sligo manager Pádraig Mannion will be
back in charge for 2021.
Photo: Harry Murphy/Sportsfile.

first, because it is easier to control
Covid regulations in the counties, the
clubs have more limited funds.
"The Chairpersons had a meeting
and they were all in favour for the
counties first, but that could all
change.
"Hopefully though they will go with
the counties because it will be easier
to plan. The club players will know
they will be out June or July and they
can do whatever before that and then
hope to be out in late April. The
county players are not being pulled
them from their clubs too, the club
gets the players for six months and
the county does too, so there's good
in that."
Mannion said the priority for Sligo
was getting out of 3B and now that
they've achieved that their aim is to
progress to Division 2, where the calibre of the teams they are playing will
bring them on even more.
"We are hoping to bring in a few
young players and hopefully too a few
of the older lads will come back.
"Having Darragh (Cox) too is
fantastic. Darragh is brilliant and
knows Sligo hurling inside out."
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Curran: Players
should be freer to
change county
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

F

ORMER Roscommon
player Shane Curran says
the conversation about
Dublin’s success is “10 years
too late”.
Dublin’s recent success
has stoked discussion on
how they’re resourced and
Curran, who features on
Laochra Gael this Thursday,
feels players transferring to
other counties might help the
situation.
“There’s a huge, huge
conversation to be had about
Dublin, obviously, where they
are.
“I feel that conversation is
10 years too late. Maybe Covid
will change it a little bit, but the
dynamic will be for people in
their 20s to move to urbanised
areas to experience life and work.
And there aren’t enough places in
the Dublin panel for these players.

Whether they’re from Roscommon or
whatever heritage they have, I believe
there should be an outlet for them,
whether that’s coming and playing for
whatever county they want.”
Curran feels players should be freer to
move to other clubs and counties: “I don’t
buy into this kind of mantra: ‘the GAA is all
about one club, one life’ — all that rubbish.
“I’m from Castlerea, I moved to St
Brigid’s, 40 miles down the road. I know
players who have moved around the counties. Players move clubs in Dublin all the
time.
“But there seems to be this ambivalence or notoriety about it, that if you do it,
you’re seen as some form of pariah. We
need to open those doors and those barriers for players. And managers need to be
brave enough to pick them.
“For example, if some fella comes out
of Dublin and he’s a brilliant talent — like
Paul Mannion.
“He may decide at the moment that he
has enough of the pressure of playing for
Dublin. But he might like to play for
Roscommon if he has relations in the
county. He might want to experience what
it’s like to play for a smaller county.”

GPA and WGPA members vote to combine associations

A

T Extraordinary General Meetings (EGMs)
of both the Gaelic Players Association
(GPA) and the Women’s Gaelic Players
Association (WGPA), inter-county players voted
overwhelmingly to combine the two associations
into one 4,000-member players’ association.
The first meeting of the newly combined
association was held post the respective EGMs.
A Transitional National Executive Committee
(TNEC) was established at this meeting.
The TNEC will have its first meeting in
January where Executive Officers will be elected
including co-chairs. The TNEC will oversee the
direction and strategy until the first Annual
General Meeting (AGM) in Q2 of 2021.
At the 2021 AGM a new NEC will be elected
which will proportionally represent the association’s female and male members.
As a result of THE decision, changes will also
be made to the composition of the GPA DAC
Board of Directors, with the desire to achieve a
50:50 gender balance. The current chair Professor Brían MacCraith will lead this process.
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Paul Flynn, GPA, CEO; Galway hurler Paul Killeen; Maria Kinsella, Chairperson of the WGPA;
and Michael Madden, Chairman of Ronoc, in attendance at the Jim Madden GPA Leadership
Programme Graduation for 2019 at NUI Maynooth.
Photo: Matt Browne/Sportsfile.
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Donovan
launches
management
career with
native Harps

Former Ballinamore boss
Paul Prior takes over as
Leitrim Gaels manager
By JOHN CONNOLLY
Leitrim Observer

L

EITRIM Gaels have signalled their
intent to make a splash in the 2021
Connacht Gold Leitrim SFC with the
news that they have appointed former
Ballinamore manager Paul Prior to take
the reins over from the departing Mal
Guckian.
Prior, who led Sean O'Heslins to the
2016 Connacht Intermediate Club Championship Final against eventual All-Ireland
finalists Westport, takes over from the
departing Guckian who led the Gaels to
the 2019 Intermediate title and into the
Senior championship last year for the first
time ever.
The Ballinamore man oversaw his
club's rise from the Intermediate ranks
where they contested two previous finals
before victory in the 2016 decider against
Drumkeerin and he has extensive experience in Cavan.
Leitrim Gaels, in their club notes in the
Leitrim Observer, announced the decision
that Prior would be in charge for 2021:
"Paul brings a wealth of experience from
his playing days with Sean O’Heslins as
well as being manager with clubs in Leitrim
and Cavan. Also Paul will be bringing
Adrian Gallogly with him, another SOH
man with plenty of football nous. We wish
both of them the very best in their endeavours."
The club also paid tribute to the departing Guckian: "Mal, in his time, displayed a
selflessness and devotion to the team that
spread right through the club. He oversaw

Former Sligo defender Ross Donovan in action
against Mayo’s Kevin McLoughlin. Ross will
manage his home club Eastern Harps in 2021.
Photo: Paul Mohan / SPORTSFILE.

F

ORMER Sligo and Eastern Harps
defender Ross Donovan will manage
his native club’s senior football team
in 2021.
A winner of three county senior football
championship medals with the South Sligo
club in 2002, 2008 and 2010, the teaktough defender was also part of the Sligo
team that won the Connacht senior football championship in 2007 — a year in
which he received an All-Star nomination.
Donovan’s management team will
include Ray Hannon, Paul McGovern and
Mikey O’Grady.

Paul Prior

the Gaels regain their Division 1 status
where they have remained since as well
as reaching two Intermediate finals,
winning the second final to gain promotion
to the Senior Championship where he saw
them acquit themselves so well this year. It
is factual to say Mal has spearheaded the
finest period in our short history."
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